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VOL LX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. MAY 28, 1896.

NO. 4.

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

from the dark room in which he was
Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
experimenting, and was searching after
a new chemical that was to be used in
OTICE is hereby given that bids will
the test. He got what he wanted, and
be received at the residence of James
W Baker, Clerk of the Board of Education
One Can I$w See by tlie after watching the X rays come up and Wud Ituali Worlhward to
of Jefferson township, Knox County, Ohio,
die down and come up again in the
the Rich Yukon Field**.
I. a lest Invention,
until noon, 12:00 ni., Thursday, June I,
Crookes tubes that were on the pumps
1896 f»r furnishing all material and labor
required in the ejection of a two room
for exhaustion, he said:
sciool build neat G etrsville, Knox Couuty,
i«* Spreading
Heart, l ungs and Brain
“Now, there you are. Turn on the Contagion
Old».
darting, cutting pains are ter
Bids must be submitted on blanks which
current,
Brown,
”
to
hie
assistant.
‘
‘
That
Through
the
Country.
View
in Plain
will be furnished by the Clerk, in accord
rible. You are hardly sick
looks perfect, doesn’t it? As far as we
ance with the State law. Each bid must be
accompanied by a good and suficient bond j
enough to keep in bed, yet By the Wizard Edison’s Wonderful can see, we have there the X rays, the Ship Loads of Miners and Adven
or a c?rtifle i cheek equal to 25 per cent, of'
same condition that exists when we get
you
are unable to go to work.
SIGNPOSTS IN A DESERT.
t.e am on t of th;bd as a guarantee that
turers are Landing at Juneau in place, but the present prospect is that
Machine, Ibe Fluorscope, by Which out our best results. That’s what is
>ue contractor furnishing the same w.ll
It
is
severe
suffering
in
every
several
thousands
of
desperate
and
more
Travelers in the Mojave Waste Will
Search of Wealth in the New El
the Most Solid Substances May be confusing—for when you take this
eattr into contract for the faithful perform
or less disreputable men will be strand
place and all the time. This
No Longer Perish for Water.
ance of the work.
dorado-Mining
the
Yellow
Metal
Penetrated
An
Apparatus
of
Im

screen
and
look
through
it
everything
is
Plans and specific ttinns will be on file at
ed in the town next fall. What with [San Bernardino Dispatch to San Francisco
is
Neuralgia.
It
is
chiefly
the office of Yost <fc Packard, Architect*,
in the New Field.
measurable Value to Science,
pitch dark—perfectly black. Try it
Examiner.]
these and the miners come back to win
Columbus, Ohio and at the residence of
caused by malnutrition, over
yourself.”
The great Mojave Desert is no longer
James W. Barer, Gieersville, Ohio, on and
ter
and “blow in their dust” at the
work and nervous exhaustion.
after May 16. 1896
The wizard handed me the screen,
[New York Journal.]
Tlie rich discoveries lately made in squaw dance houses and pool-rooms, to be a trackless waste. Tlie Joss of
By order of the Board.
Scott’s Emulsion of Codwhich
is a miniature of the big screen
Mr. Edison last Friday succeeded in
«.
JAMES W. BAKER. Cle k
the Alaska gold fields make not improb there are wild times ahead. Up till re hapless prospectors who have perished
liver Oil, with Hypophos penetrating the human body with the which he proposes to use for a life-size able another such epidemic of gold- cently Alaska has been peaceful and from year to year has finally moved the
phites, feeds the exhausted naked eye. He looked into the heart examination. It looked not unlike the fever as swept the country nearly half a property secure. The Territorial police Board of Supervise rs of this county,
tissues and strengthens th3 and lungs and examined the arteries, hopper of a small cidermill.
century ago. The fever is burning along are few and ruffianism, unless checked which includes within it 20,000 square
That,” explained Mr. Edison, as he
the
blood
vessels
and
muscles
of
one
of
miles of the desert, to take some action
nerves. Opium and similar
the Pacific coast already, and during by vigilantes, can run riot.
passed the screen along, ‘‘is the most
his assistants.
to
make it possible for prospectors to
The
gold
output
of
the
world
will
the past month a few parties have set
ONEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
drugs may quiet pain to-day,
It is very simple to Mr. Edison. With familiar form in which to get up the out from Eastern States. Every miner doubtless be materially increased by the travel that arid r»*gion in comparative
securities,in sums not leas than $1,000
only to have it return again, the powerful cathode light behind his screen for experimental work.”
Titles examined and abstracts furnished.
development of the Alaskan fields, but safety.
Farm land for Bale. Law office, A. R. Mcfor
these drugs weaken. patient he gazes through a screen of Wfiat would have been the open end coming back with a pouch of yellow it is a very serious question whether a Recently a number of mining men
There
is
no
dividing
line.
*
INTIRE, opposite Coart House, Mt. Vernon
sand spreads the contagion.
Scott’s Emulsion pennant ntl/ papered chemicals, and sees every organ of a hopper in a cider mill was covered The steamship companies have cut poor man with hardly the means to get petitioned that a complete map of the
Ohio.
cures because it feeds and of the body as plainly os he sees the with glazed pasteboard, such as is used their rates, and the steamers bound for to Juneau is likely to get any of it. Nor desert be made, showing the roads, trails
in the manufacture of document boxes, Juneau are thronged. These ship-loads do many of tlie successful miners come and sources of water supply, and a
dishes on his dinner table.
strengthens.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
If his subject stands very close to the letter file*, Ac. This pasteboard face of restless, eager-eyed men present a East with much to show for their priva committee was appointed to investigate
SCOTT'S EMULSION has been endorsed
tbe
tnedical profession for twenty years. (elsh four doelight nothing whatever is seen—the was six inches square. On the inside it strange spectacle. The impressive scen tions and labor. The whole manner of and report. The result of their investi
tor.)
This is because it is always palatable always
uniform—always contains tbe purest Norwegian Codlight goes through the bones and every was covered with the tungstate crystals. ery’ of the voyage up Puget Sound ex the life induces wild excess and extrava gations has just been made public, and
W . E. GRANT,
liver Oil and Hypophosphites.
thing, just as sunlight goes through Where the sloping sides of the hopper cites only speculation as tj the wealth gance at the outposts of civilization and they recommend all that was asked and
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
Put up in fo cent and $/ .00 tiges. Tbe small sigt
mar be enough to curt your cough or help your baby.
like screen met a slit about five inches
FFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
glass.
hidden in the mountains. A white few have the character to escape from more. There are trails and roads lead
House Building, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
long and an inch wide was left for the
If
the
patient
steps
a
foot
or
two
away
beach, a sand bar at the mouth of a the men-aharks with the gold they have ing all over the desert to the various
oct 31 tf
from the light the plain skeleton etands eyes. Looking through this slit, every creek suggest only pay-dirt. As the risked their lives for.
mining camps which dot that waste of
thing was pitch dark inside. Not a
revealed.
sand, and it is proposed to have maps
M. R. GOTSII4LL,
panorama rolls astern the thought, the
How to Treat a Wife.
A step further from the light, and the gleam of light was visible.
DON’T FORGET for 5 cents you get almost
made, with blue print copies, which will
TTORNEY-AT-LAW, Real Estate and
talk, the every hope of these men is
(From Pacific Health Journal.)
Try
the
screen
now,
”
said
Mr.
Loan Agent. Property for sale. Money
muscles,
tissues
and
organs
of
the
body
be supplied to desert travelers, with all
as
much
44
Battle
Ax**
gold.
as
you
do
of
other
to Loan. Office—Banning Building, Mt
First, get a wife; second, be patient.
appear as plainly as if there was no Edison. Instead of the black darkness
brands for JO cent?.
Vernon. Ohio.
28marly
The annual rush to the Yukon fields You may have great trials and perplexi- the landmarks designated, thus enabling
there was a brilliant white patch of
outside
covering
of
flesh.
them to follow the trail with much leas
began this year as early as the middle
DON T FORGET that44 Battle Ax ** is made of
And so on—as the distance from the light. It was intense, without, however, of January. Since then parties have tiesjn your business, but do not there danger of losing their way. But in ad
W. M. KODXN,
the best leaf grown, and the quality cannot be
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
light and the focus is changed. Mr. l>eing at all blinding. It was rather been setting out daily from Juneau. fore, carry to your home a cloudy or dition it is proposed to establish sign
improved.
FFICE over Knox County Savings
Edison is now completing a fluorescent cold and lifeless, having very much the Already many thousands have gone. contracted brow. Your wife may have boards and guide posts at intervals
Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
novltf
DON
FORGET, no matter how much you
screen eight feet high, which will en same effect that moonlight might have Juneau has been a gold town for fifteen trials, which, though of less magnitude, along the trails, giving information as to
may be hard for her to hear. A kind direction and distances, and, more
are charged for a small piece of other brands,
able him to see all this from the top of if it were intensified fifty fold.
years.
A. R. McIWTIRE,
word,
a tender look, will do wonders in
Put your hand to the face of the
the chew is no better than 44 Battle Ax.**
your head to the soles of your feet.
In 1880 two prospectors, Juneau and chashing from her brow all clouds of important than all, the nearest point at
ATTORNEY AND COUSSELLOR AT LAW.
screen.
Do
you
see
anything?
”
Through the Journal last Saturday
FFICE, opposite the Court House. Mt.
DON'T FORGET, 44 Economy is wealth,** and
Harris, pushed Northward from Sitka gloom.—To this we would add always a which water may be found. NineVernon, Ohio.
18ian94
What I saw almost made me jump
Mr. Edison told how he could, with
you want all you can get for your money.
and landed on the mainland opposite bottle of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy tenths of the people lost on the desert
GOLD.
back. There was every’ bone in my
proper
arrangement,
see
through
a
solid
Douglas Island. Gold was found and in the house. It is the beet and it is die of thirst. Not infrequently their
Why pay JO cents for other brands when you
H. D. Gt ITCHHXLD.
H. C. Dxviji.
HEALS
block of wood eight inches thick. It hand, as clear and distinct and clear-cut others followed. A settlement sprang sure to be needed sooner or later. Y’our bleached bones have been found within
Oltehffteld A Devin,
can get44Battle Ax** for 5 cents?
TTORNEYS AT LAW. Office ovei
Cuts,
as a mere filmish shadow at that time as if there had never been any flesh on up which has come to be the chief out" wife will then know that you really care
short distance of the spring they
Stauffer's Clothing Store, North Side
for her and wish to protect her health. sought But by the new system which
At first it seemed ratner horrible,
that
could
be
seen.
Now
an
eight-inch
Burns,
fitting
point
for
the"
Yukon
fields.
It
Public Square, Mt. Vernon,Ohio. Iljan94
For sale by druggists.
block of wood offers no more impedi this skeleton hand. But the sensation has grown with the gold output. In
is planned the unlucky prospector will
Bruises,
of
horror
soon
quieted
down,
and
there
ment
than
a
lace
veil.
Last
week
Mr.
know how far he is from water, and will
INNOCENT
REMARKS.
1888 the production was about $850,000.
w.e.oooraa.
fumimooi.
Scratches,
Edison was expeiindenting to find a was an intense fascination in thus being This came to be in the neighborhood of
lay hi? plans accordingly.
COOPER 4 MOORE
Bites of
ttorneys at law.
office l
They Were Very Embarasslng at the
able to see the bones. The knuckle
fluorescent screen.
These indices are to be put at such
a million in 1894. During the past year
Mxih Stkbst Mt. Vernon O.
Animals and
Time.
When I find that in its most perfect joints showed as plainly as did the extraordinarily rich washings have been
short intervals along the trails that it
Bugs, etc.
MONEY TO LOAN,
INSURANCE TO SELL.
form I shall see anything I want to see larger bones. Every line and bone made, the army of prospectors has Indianapolis Journal.]
will be almost impossible for travelers to
In a certain palatial home on the miss them. But, not to stop at the trails
McKEE & WRIGHT,
as soon as the light tubes are perfected.” could be easily traced. Between the grown from hundreds to thousands, and
Tastes Good,
eneral insurance agen rs. of
The screen has been found and Mr. bones of the hands were wide spaces, Juneau has become a town of 1,400 per North side a fearful thing happened one and the sources of water, new sources
Smells Good.
fice S. W.Cor. Pub. Square and High at.
Has ordered Frederick Hart, Trustee z>f the whole
afternoon last week. In the drawing are to be developed and the old ones
Buch as are seen in the hands of skele
Edison has made good his promise.
C. W-McKee.
Guy. A. Weightsons, with an opera house and a com
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
sale clothing firm of Leopold, Hess & Co., assigned, of
“Here,” he said, pointing to a great tons in museums. Nothing was left of plete assortment of places where gold room a young lady sat entertaining a better cared for. Rewards are to be
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
No. 12 North 3d st., Philadelphia, Pa., to sell the remain
box like structure the size of a door, the tissue. In my absorption of this dust can be exchanged for amusement. young gentleman whom she particularly offered to any one discovering new
COc. size 2J4 times larger than 25c. size.
PHYSICIANS.
admired. She wished to make a very
that is my screen. I will have a man startling, novel spectacle, I forgot every
ing stock of men's and boys’ fine tailor -made Clothing
NO RELIEF, NOlPAY.
The steamers from San Francisco, good impression, and was careful to use springs or developing any water at points
thing else until I heard Mr. Edison say:
step
in
front
of
that,
put
four
or
five
at one-third less than the appraised values.
Seattle, Vancouver and Victoria land only the purest English, for he is a col- where none is known to exist. Springs
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
R. E R EGGLESTON,
Crookes tubes behind him, and you or I Now try’ your wrist. Don’t bother hordes of gold hunters every week.
'ege graauate. Imagine her horror already known will be cleaned out and
Office and Residence, 211 N. Main
Springfield, - - Ohio.
or a surgeon will look through him as about moving your coat sleeve or taking
street. Mt Vernon,Ohio.
They are, for the me st part, men out when in one of those dead silences protected from pollution by wild ani
clean and as clear as though he were off your cuffs. They form no impedi of employment, men with cheerless out which occasionally creep into the bright mals or by careless handling.
Office Hours—2 to 4 p. m.
The firms of I. & D. Rosenthall, of Mt. Vernon,
Telephone calls—Home Co., No- 39; Bell
est conversations, her mother’s voice
ment.”
made of gauze.”
The mining men are intensely inter
looks or still more cloudy pasts. Few rang out from behind the plush portier
Co., No. 32.
0., and I. & D. Rosenthall, of Canton, 0., together with
The screen was shifted to the wrist
Head and all?”
ested
in the proposed innovation. It is
realize the very long chances they are es, where she was entertaining a caller:
Yes, sir, head and all. We can look over the coat and cuff and shirt and taking. It needs $500 besides an outfit,
J. Rosenthall, of Findlay, 0., and Abe Rosenthall, of
T K. OONARD, M. D.,
“Well, I hardly know what to do estimated that in the thirty years in
through his eyes into his skull and see everything else. The bones stood out as which costs from $60 to $150, to take a about it,” she said, ‘ its legs are so thin which mining has been followed on the
Kenton, 0., purchased $42,356.29 worth of the above de
HoMBOraTHIC Phtsiciak and SueoeoW.
everything that is io be seen there. A distinctly as they had on the naked man into the interior and keep him and it hasn’t any drawers.”
desert not less than $20,000,000 have
Ornes—In the Woodward Block. Resi scribed merchandise at Oiie-tliir<l Dess Than the
Tlie panic-stricken young lady never been taken out, while in that time
lence—Gambier St., Arentrne property.
physician may diagnose his case in an hand.
until
he
has
a
reasonable
chance
to
strike
waited
to
hear
what
the
lady
caller
said,
Office hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5 to Appraised Value of the actual wholesale cost, and
Up and up the screen was shitted,
instant. He will simply put his hand
scores of men have been lost whose
gp.m.
24aprly
but rushed blindly into conversation.
a paying claim.
the stock has been equally divided between the four
before the screen and then penetrate reaching the elbow and then the shoul
lives might have been saved had such a
Both
young
people
were
too
embarassThey land in Juneau with the ex
stores.
ed to enjoy further conversation and as
der, and still the wonderful rays went
him through from head to fooL"
JOHN K. RUSSELL, M.D.,
pectation of picking up gold in the soon as the young man left the girl system been in vogue as is now pro
And in order to turn these goods into money quickly
The fluoresent substance used by Mr. through everything, just as if there had street and without money. There are
posed. The desert is now fairly swarm
Come with impaired digestion. A
rushed sobbing to her mother.
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Edison,
and declared by him to be the been no clothing or flesh there.
we
havn
inaugurated
the
greatest
slaughter
sale
of
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
“Oh, mother, mother,” she wept. ing with prospectors, and more will go
sound stomach brings health to the
already many more than there is work
What a pity,” remarked the Wizard,
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Clothing ever offered to the people of Knox and adjoin
entire system. Bad blood, torpid most perfect thing of the kind discoverfor in the town, and unless the Govern How could you be so coarse, and he out as soon as the weather becomes
Telephone No. 74.
heard every word? What will he think more tolerable.
so far, is tungstate of calcium; in while I was still speechless at all this
liver, kidney troubles of various
Residenoe—East Gambler street. Tele ing counties and to realize more quickly on our in vest
ment intervenes there will be thousands of us?”
phone 73.
29seot87
kinds
disappear
on
using
L
yon’S other words, tungstate and lime. The manifestation, ‘‘that we haven’t got a starving before winter.
It was the mother’s turn to look
ment we will include in this great slaughter sale our EN
two substances are fused in a furnace, really good tube, such, for instance, as
For ever} quarter in a man's pocket
Skvbn Wondkrs, the
Crime
is
already
beginning to break amazed.
TIRE NEW SPRING STOCK OF MEN'S, BOYS*
and at a proper degree of heat form we had last night. If we had, you out, and as the stress of conditions in
“Why, my dear,” she said, “I am sure there are a dozen uses; and to use each
DR.GEORGE B. BUNN
AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, HATS AND FUR
_ don’t know what you mean. I was
ittle crystals, perhaps one-eighth the could see things that would certainly
pHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
creases the immemorial and simplest only telling Mrs. R. about that little old one in such a way as to derive the
NISHING GOODS. Everything will be sold at 331 per
size of a French pea. These crystals startle you. Imperfect as our apparatus
greatest benefit is a question every one
way
of
distribution
between
those
who
writing desk in my room that I wanted
Room 3, Rogers Block 111 South MalnSt.
is,
we
had
no
trouble
in
seeing
through
are
glued
to
a
piece
of
paper
by
means
must solve for himself. We believe,
cent,
less
than
wholesale
cost
price.
Mount Vebnow, Obio.
have and those who have not may be to sell because its legs are so thin and however, that no better use could be
collodium, a transparent celluloid thin sheets of metal, and when we get
All professional calls by day or night
there
are
no
drawers
to
keep
any
pa

No
Goods
charged.
Everything
CASH.
Prices
expected to grow in popularity. The es
made of one of these quarters than to
pomptly responded to
fjune
pers in.”
Ever offered to the public. It is an paint. In the case of the huge screen our rayls strong enough it will be no
marked in plain figures. No deviation from these bus
exchange it for a bottle of Chamberlain’s
tablished residents are apprehensive of
But
her
daughter
had
fainted.
trick
at
all
to
see
through
four
or
five
absolute cure for indigestion, dys that Mr. Edison is building for taking at
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
a repetition of the lawlessness of Cali
iness rules will be allowed. We herewith give you a few
pepsia, all disorders of the stomach,
glance the entire internal organization inches of iron.”
a medicine that every family should be
samples of the amazing prices, which will convey but a
Mr. D. P. Davis, a prominent livery provided with. For sale by druggists.
and is a special tonic and purifier of of a man, the crystals would be spread
“What seems to be the trouble? Why fornia in the fifties, and with the cut
KNOX COUNTY
the blood and female ailments-. directly on an inch plank.
small idea of the true values:
can’t the force be increased with the rate3 there is no proepect of the rush man and merchant of Goahen, Va., has
decreasing.
Read what Dr. Washburn says of
TEACHERS'
this to say on the subject of rheumatism:
The screen is made in the shape of a tubes as you have them?”
The Manchester, Sheffield and Lin
BOYS’ LONG PANTS SUITS.:
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS.
Quartz mining is done at various
Because
we
cannot
hold
the
vacuum
I take pleasure in recommending colnshire Railway company announces
monster mill hopper, standing on end.
$2.46
worth
.............................
$4.75
points along the coast. On Douglas
EXAMINATIONS. 2.98 worth........................................ 5.00 15 cents, worth....................................... 25cents
Chamberlain’s Pain Balm for rheuma that, by way of an experiment for a
The face on which the crystals are ap when we put on the amount of force
31 cents, worth....................................... 50cents
period of 12 months, they have made a
Island, opposite Juneau, the largest
that
I
want.
”
3.48 worth........................................ 6.00 43 cents, worth....................................... 75cents
tism, as I know from personal experi reduction ot 10 per cent, in the rates
plied will be about eight feet high and
quartz
mill
in
the
world
is
operated
by
5.86 worth........................................ 9.00
To what slight extent solid substances
ence that it will do all that is claimed charged for the conveyance of sheep
four feet broad. To thia face will be
Meetings for the Examination of
the Treadwell and Mexican mines. It
MEN’S SUMMER UNDERSHIRTS
affect
the
passage
of
X
rays
when
the
for it. A year ago this spring my broth and lambs between all stations on their
fastened
sides
that
will
slant
inward
to
Teachers will be held at the
LAUNDERED COLORED SHIRTS.
has 240 stamps. It takes a great deal of
er was up in bed with inflammatory svstem.
AND DRAWERS.
sharp point. At this point there will fluorescent screen is used was demon
New
Richmond,
Ind.,
April
17,
1893.
School Room,
capital to do quartz mining, and the
46 cents, worth............................. 75 cents
In regard to the remedy whose title is be left a slit just lahge enough to see strated by holding, first a magazine and
rheumatism and suffered intensely. The
19 cents, worth............................ 35 cents Lyon
’, seven Wonder., and of wlioae
Food, undigested, is poison. Digested,
fields that single miners work are the first application ot Chamerlain’s Pain
then
a
two-inch
plank
between
the
face
39
cents,
worth
............................
75
cents
composition I am well aeqnainte«S through with ease. This slit will be
CHILDREN
’
S
SUITS.
Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
it is life and strength. Millions of us
sand
bars
and
banks
of
the
upper
with,having used it in cases of Amenorrhcea
Balm eased the pain and the use of one
79 cents, worth............................. $1 50
and Suppression of Menses, and as a general protected by means of a rubber flap, in of the screen and my hand.
suffer from indigestion, but we often
MEN’S PANTS.
Yukon.
tonic to the nervous system. I consider It such a way as to exclude all light when
98 cents, worth............................. 2.00
I
first
used
my
hand
alone.
Then
I
bottle
completely cured him. For sale
The Seeeid Saturday of Every South,
haw but few equal,. I ean heartily
don’t know it. We think it is some
Prospectors
fit
out
at
Juneau
and
go
$1.42 worth..................... .................. 2.50
59 cents, worth............................. $1.00 recommend It. 1). M. WASHBURN, M.D. the eye is applied to it. The screen slipped the magazine in, and the hand
by druggists.
thing else. Even doctors often mistake
75 cents, worth............................. 1.50
North by boat to Dyea. This is a ham
And the Last Saturday of September, 2.86 worth........................................ 5.00
98cent8, worth............................. 1 75 Bold by Druggists, $1.00 a Box (60 Doses), will be set up so that the side on which still stood as clear and distinct. Ap let at the entry to the Chilcoot pass, at
tlie symptoms.
October, November, February
ONE
LETTER
or
address
parently
the
magazine,
which
was
cer

OVER ILLS AND JACKETS.
the tungstate of calcium has been glued
$1.50 worth........................................ 2.25
arch and April.
Pale, thin people, who are overworked
the
head
of
the
sound.
Thence
by
pack
2.00 worth....................................... 3.00
23 cents, worth....................................... 40cents
faces a row of four or five Crookes tubes, tainly over half an inch thick, offered
Will Cost the Western Union Many who need strength, who seem in want of
Eliminations Will Commence at 8:30 o’clock. 39 cents, worth....................................... 50cents
or
dog
sledge
they
make
their
way
set one above the other at an equal no more obstruction than if it had been
proper food, should take Shaker Diges
Thousands of Dollars.
WORKING SHIRTS.
twenty-seven miles over the mountains
L. D. onebrake, Preat.,
tive Cordial. It is astonishing what food
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
distance. The person to be examined so much cobweb.
Seattle
(Wash.)
Po»t-Intelligencer.]
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
LAUNDERED WHITE SHIRTS.
18 cents, worth.............................40 cents
will do, when properly digested.
Next I tried the two-inch plank. to Lake Lindeman. Here boats must
guarantee this remedy to ours will then step in between the screen
The insertion of the letter “r” in the
It will make you strong, revive you,
be built, and when the ice breaks up the
43 cents, worth...............
75 cents
or
money
refunded.
L. B. Houck, lerk,
Through,
this,
too,
tho
X
rays
went
as
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON SOCKS.
and the light, and he will be instantly
name of H. W. Baker promises to cost refresh you, sustain you, make you fat,
For sale by Craft & augber.
chain
of
lakes
and
rivers
which
empties
Mt. Varnon, Ohio.
penetrated and become visible to the easily and clearly and brightly as they
MEN’S SUITS.
the Western Union Telegraph Company restore your color, make muscle, brain
3 cents, worth.............................. 10 cents
S. H. Maharry,
had
through
the magazine, and the out into the Y’ukon brings the adventurers alxiut $6,000. In the suit brought by fibre, courage, endurance, energy; in
eyes
of
the
examiner
at
the
Bcreen.
$2 98 worth...................................... $ 6.00
Centsibur;, Ohio
to the placer fields. Circle City is a
crease your power to throw off disease
MEN’S STIFF HATS.
Every defect, every organ will be laid line of the bones of the hand remained
3.48 worth...................................... 7.00
Baker to recover $7,160, loss caused by and keep you healthy and happy.
mining
camp
in
the
heart
of
the
Y
’
ukon
5.98 worth...................................... S.00 38 cents, worth............................... $1.00
bare to the phy sician or other person perfectly clear.
the delivery of a dispatch from Aus
Indigestion does just the opposite, but
6.98 worth...................................... 10.00 75 cents, worth............................... 1.56
“What I want,” he says, “is this: A region, over eight hundred miles from tralia to Abram Barker, a jury in the indigestion can be cured and prevented
who is making the examination. It
9.96 worth....................................... 15.00 98 cents, worth............................... 2.00
Juneau.
Tlie
natural
dangers
and
dis

with Shaker Digestive Cordial.
will not be necessary to go to the trou man comes to a surgeon with a bullet in
comforts of this trip are increased by United States court yesterday returned
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10
ble of disrobing, as the clothing worn his arm; the surgeon takes his X ray
FACTORY PRICES.
a
verdict
for
plaiiititl
for
$5,S41.51,
after
cents.
plagues of mosquitoes and flies, as well
will be penetrated, as if it were the lamp and his fluorescent screen then
eliberating about an hour.
and there and locates the bullet. He as great heat in the short summer and
flimsiest mosquito netting.
Judge Hanford instructed the jury
There are now 1,062,700 miles of tele
equally
trying
cold
during
the
winter
TO
But if you penetrate the bones of looks through the arm. through the months. Tlie thermometer has a yearly that a telegraph company was charged graph lines in existence, more than half
with
the
duty
of
exercising
a
high
de

the skull will there be Anything left at bone, if necessary, and sees just where range of 180 degrees in the Yukon dis gree of care as to promptness, and that of them, 565,600 miles, being iu America.
Europe has 380,700 miles, Asia 67,400,
all to see?” I asked. ‘‘Won’t a man it is. We’ve got that far, already. Now, trict. It registers as high as 110 and as any neglect entitled the parties injured Australia 47,500, and Africa 21.500. lhe
•’ SAVED
should
we
want
to
photograph
that?
why
to damages. Baker’s measure of dam United States leads the list of countries
dissolve into thin air and leave no im
WHEN .OU BUY A
age was the amount he would have real with Russia second.
Simply a useless waste of time. Again, low as 70 below zero.
pression?”
Very few are fortunate enough to ized had he accepted a cable offer, lees
We have now perfected our screen a man comes with a broken arm. A
the amount he received.
Results Tell the Story.
to such an extent,” he replied, ‘‘that we screen is fitted to the surgeon’s eyes, the work pay dirt their first season. If be
The defense moved for a nonsuit on
BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL. Send tor Catalogue.
tween
March
and
September
a
prospect

A vast mass of direct, unimpeachable
ground that the terms of the telegraph
Second-hand wheels from $20 to $40.
can go through bone when we get the X ray lamp is turned on, and he can
proper light about as well as we can go work with his eyes open, so to speak, ing party can make its way to the gold blank especially exempted the company testimony proves beyond any possibility
WM. GRAH, COLUMBUS, O.
from any damages either for mistake or of doubt that Hood’s Sarsaparilla actual
through some other substances.
Of for he ean see the fracture. He can see fields and stake out promising claims
delay, and also as the error was made ly does perfectly and permanently cure
has
done
well.
All
mining
is
suspended
course, under these circumstances, when how to set the bones; see exactly wheth
in Australia by a connecting line, no diseaaes caused by impure blood. Its
we get our current and lamps just right, er they join or not; see just as clearly as during the winter. The second year the responsibility could attach, particularly record of cures is unequalled and these
The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
we will be able to look through a man, the cabinet maker who glues together miner may make a rich strike, or only as the cablegram was addressed “Bark cures have often been accomplished
— /■ » TAKE THE « •<——
after all other preparations had failed.
leaving nothing to be seen, unless, in two pieces of wood. What would be do passably well. Then again he may er.”
Mr. Lewis, for Baker, insisted that
waste a second season without hitting
the use of photography in that case?
deed,
there
are
foreign
substances,
like
conditions in a telegraphic message ex
I. & D. Rosenthall, Prop’s. Opera House Block,
Hood’s Pills cure all liver ills, bilious
metals, which do not absorb the rays. am done with the photograph end of it good claim. As a rule, persevering and empting the company from losses could ness,
jaundice, indigestion, sick head
intelligent
men
with
proper
outfits
who
only
apply
to
the
sender,
not
to
one
When
we
are
looking
for
such
foreign
entirely.
As
for
the
other
end
—
well,
ache.
Cor. Main and Vine Sts-, Mt. Vernon, O.
succeed
in
reaching
the
interior
have
receiving
the
cable;
also,
that,
though
substances we will use the full power perhaps we may show you something
the error was made in Australia, tne
Tlie memoirs of Bertrand Barere are
and leave only a vague shadow of the before long that may be legitimately made good money during their second Western Union was liable, as it contract
season,
but
no
such
sums
as
the
outsider
to be translated into English. Barere
Of
course
you
could
break
ed
with
the
sending
company
as
its
outlines
of
the
bones.
But
in
ordinary
considered
surprising.
MACKINAC
fancies. Probably three or four thous agent, and that the mere fact that the was that notorious member of the com
one with a hammer, if you
cases, where we don’t want as much
DETROIT
and dollars apiece is all the more suc message was addressed “Barker” could mittee of public safety who was called
hit
it
hard
enough
but
no
strength
as
that,
we
’
ll
see
just
as
much
by Macauiey the greatest liar, debauchee,
PETOSKEY
Deafness annot be ured
cessful have averaged during a season not excuse the failure to deliver to coward and brute that ever lived. The
one
uses
a
lamp
chimney
or just as little by changing our focus.
Baker, where the contents of the mes
CHICAGO
by
local
applications
as
they
cannot
Provisions
in
the
interior
cost
fabulous
that way. Ivory Top lamp
memoirs are said to show that Macauiey
At three feet from the row of Crookes reach the diseased portion of the ear. prices and the life at best is one of hard sage could show it was for tlie commis was wrong.
2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
chimneys are made from the
sion
merchant.
The
nonsuit
was
re

tubes, let us say, the rays are so power There is only one way to cure Deafness, ship.
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat
A COMPLETE LINE OF
best glass by a patented pro
fused.
Construction — Luxurious Equipment. Artistic
ful that they will penetrate everything and that is by constitutional remedies.
The case will probably be appealed.
It is a fortunate day for a man when
Furnishing. Decoration and Efficient Service,
cess and are different from
A
few
men
who
have
large
and
rich
insuriug the highest degree of
and show nothing on the screen, except Deafness is caused by an inflamed condi
he first discovers the value of Ayer’s
any
other
kind.
You
can
claims
employ
hands
at
a
fiat
rate
of
Pulmonory consumption, in its early
COflFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
vague shadow. Then at four feet tion ot the Eustachian Tube. When
find them at all progressive
Sarsaparilla as a blood-purifier. With
Foua Taira era Wcu Bctweem
$10 a day. One of these, Jack Me stages, may be checked by the use
matters
become
more
distinct
and
the
this medicine, he knows he has found
stores. Some dealers don’t
this tube gets inflamed you have an
rays are not so powerful, and show an imperfect hearing, and when it is en Gregor, is reported to have' cleaned up Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. It stops the a remedy upon which he may rely, and
sell
them
because
they
last
cough, soothes irritation o' that his life-long malady is at last con
PETOSKEY, ‘‘THE 3OO,” MARQUETTE,
outline of the bone. At five feet we tirely closed Deafness is the result, and $20,(XX), but he is an exception. Towards distressing
too long. Refuse substitutes.
AND DULUTH.
the throat and lungs, and induces much quered. Has cured others, will cure
tlie
end
of
the
season
scurvy
threatened
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
A book about lamps sent free.
see the bones distinctly. They are no unless the inflammation can be taken
needed repose. Hundreds have testified you.
Return, including Heals and Berths. From
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS
THE LIPPINCOTT GI.ASS CO.,
longer penetrated. At six feet we see out and this tube restore*! to its normal his men and he paid $100 for a single to the remarkable virtues of this pre
Cleveland, >18; Iron. Toledo, $15; from Detroit,
Alexandria,
Ind.
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
>>3-SO.
the bones and the internal organs of condition, hearing will be destroyed for sack of potatoes. Fresh vegetables are paration.
A civil case at Limerick Quarter
EVERY EVENING
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
the body. And so we proceed until we ever; nine cases out of ten are caused by the costliest things, but the price
The exportable surplus of wheat in sessions recently had a tragic ending.
Between Detroit and Cleveland
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuaentevery thing is suggestive of argonaut New Zealand is 1,500,000 bushels, or One of the defendants, named Hugh
get the proper focus. If it is desired
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflam
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains
ty we cannot fail to please you with something both STYLISH
days it California. Shaves cost 50 cents, about one-half of what the estimate was Kearins, on hearing the judgment
for all points Bast, South and Southwest and at
cut off the entire body, except a certain ed condition of the mucous surface.
STEVJEIYS A CO.,
AND DESIRABLE.
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.
whiskey 50 cents a drink and from $15 60 days ago. The crop deficiency is also pronounced against him, fell down dead.
portion which we desire to especially
less than previously announced
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Sunday Trips June, July. August and September Only.
DKALEREIN
examine, nothing is easier. We put up for any case of Deafness caused by cat to $22.50 a gallon.
(HAS. A DEBHODY
EVERY DAY BETWEEN
Habibulla and Nasrula Khans, the The Worlds Fair Tests
The discovery of gold at Cook’s Inlet
a shutter just as we do in a camera, and arrh that connot be cured by Hall’s Cat
Cleveland, Put-in«Bay / Toledo
two oldest sons of the Ameer of Afghan
showed no baking powder
which is easy of access anti can
shut off everything that is not to come arrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
istan, have been made Knights Grand
bo pure or so great In leav*
A. A. 8CHANTZ. a. a.
OBTROIT, MICH.
reached
by
boat
from
Juneau,
tends
Cross of the order of St. George by Queen
F. J. Chknby & Co. Toledo, O,
Curtis Ware house, Lower Main stiee under ol nervation.”
Victoria.
relieve
the
overcrowding
at
the
latter
Onlng
power as the RoyaL
Tie Detroit and Cleveland Steam lav. Co.
toy-Sold
by
Druggists,
75c.
| |Mr. Edison had run out for a moment
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Telephone 89.
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Nerve Wear,
Brain Worry,

Physical Exhaustion,
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LYON’S

Seven Wonders.

The Lyon Medicine Co.
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HIGH GRADE BICYCLES

$25.00
$30.00

You will find in every department of ou
establishment a reduction corresponding
with the few prices herein presented, which
gives you an idea of the bargains to he ob
GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE tained at this slaughter sale.
This great sale will continue until the
entire stock is closed out.
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WE WIST TO IMPRESS UPON YOUR MINDS

*

French, English, Scotchand German

Toledo, Detroit ^Mackinac

SUITINGS AND TROUSERINGS!

Flour,Feed, Seeds, Poultry
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moi tiuble roirun.

es 47, value 7«rpianoa 42, value 1,895, dogs
I. Total value 212,306. New structures
10, value 1,480. buildings destroyed 4. As
sessor, J. T. Cox. Fee, 56.

A mad dog hit five West Union hoys.,
Three of them died yesterday morning.
J FIKBThe rabid canine is still at large.
w. M. HABPEE.
»ba»m habpm I He Would Accept a Nomi
Abstract
of
the
Returns
Horres
498,
value
24.834, cattle 826, value
E. R. Williams, a student of Baldwin
15,405, mules 7, value 255. sheep 3,146.'value
HARPER ii HARPER.
university at Berea, was assaulted by
nation for President,
Made by Assessors,
5,107, hogs 1,271, value 4,515, carriages 62,
thugs and badly injured. He will re
value 1,885, watches 67, value 873, pianos
cover.
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
Although He is In Mo Mense
The field meetings of the Ohio and Showing the Full Quota of | 63, value 1,825,dogs 96. Total value 165,077.
New structures 8, value 2.100, buildings
Indiana academies of science are to be
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
a C andidate.
Personal Property,
destroyed 2, value 500. Aseeator, Jeremiah
united this year and held as one at
Oxford, June 4-6.
Belt. Fee, 60.
TELEPHONE OONXBCTION.
PLEASANT.
George Barger, of Dayton, ate two For Each Township and Ward —
He Want* a Compromise ou the
Horses 310, value 9,860, cattle 556, value
spoonfuls of Paris green in a dish of
Money Question, Which .Will be ice cream, with suicidal intent, but the
Morris Leads With a Total Valua 7,399, mules 6, value 150, sheep 3,510, value
MOUST VERM OX, OHIO.
Acceptable to All- “The People are physicians saved his life.
tion of $212,300, While Butler 4,022, hogs 654, value 1 993, carriages 64.
value 1,206, watches 21, value 150, pianos
THURSDAY MORNING.. MAY 28.1896.
Always Right." He Says, “Anti They
Prof. Aug. Mammes, 40 years old, one
Cornea in as a Tail Ender With
20, value 605, dogs 71. Total value 62,935of the best German teachers in the
Will Find the Middle Ground."
Total Taxable Value of $.53,483.
New structures 8, value 2,190. Assessor, T.
State, and an instructor in the public
schools, died at Springfield from blood
DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.
F. Gorsuch. Fee, 54.
poisoning.
^Special to the New York World.]’
UNION.
Below the Banker prints an abstract of
The Democratic State Convention will be
Washington, May 25.—Former Gov.
Horses 430, value 15,289, cattle 810, value
the
returns
as
made
by
the
several
Assessors
Frank
M.
Gilmore,
a
well
known
held at Columbus on June 23 and 24 Candi
date* will be nominated for Secretary of I Campbell, of Ohio, would run for Presi farmer who resides near Columbus, is throughout the county. Io those townships II, 075, mules 7, value 115, sheep 3,779, value
State, Supreme Judge, Dairy and Food dent on the Democratio. ticket, even on broken hearted over the strange disap embracing incorporated villages, the figures 5,710, hogs 918, value 2 523. carriages 114,
Commissioner, Member Board of Public
pearance of his wife, who left home with show the total assessment for both vil- value 2,155, watches 71, value 704, pianos
Works. Two candidates for Presidential a free silver platform.
W. H. Brown, a horse trader.
age and the township. The dollar mark is 37, value 933, dogs 107. Total value 146,899
Elector-at-Large will also be named, and
He says that, while he is not a candi
Miss Alice E«penal, a domestic at the omitted, but the figures following “value,” New structures 1, value 700. Assessor,
four Delegatea-at-Large to the Democratic date, he would feel it his duty if nomi
National Convention will be chosen In
Exchange hotel, New Philadelphia, was "total value” and "fee” represent the Richard Banbury. Fee, 80.
the Democratic State Convention Knox nated at Chicago to accept, no matter instantly killed by receiving a heavy
WAYNE.
1
amount carried out by the Assessor.
county is entitled to six delegates.
voltage of electricity while attempting
what the plattorm might be.
Horses 483. value 22,290, cattle 978, value ,
FIRST WARD.
M. A. SMALLEY Chaitman.
“My position on the silver question is to turn on the electric lights.
Horses 108. value 3050; cattle 20, value 14,035, mules 2, value 50, sheep 3.9G6, value
this,” he said today. “I have always
Jacob B. Sommeis, a pioneer of Seneca 385; mules 6, value 300; hogs 10, value 29; 7,175, hogs 1,217, value 4,935, carriages 109.
couuty, attempted suicide by hanging carriages 105, value 2,646; watches 86, value value 2,185, watches 18, value 190, pianos
DEMOCRATIC
CONGRESSIONAL been frank in the statement of my be
himself with a clothes line. His wife 1313; pianos 60, value 2710. dogs 24. Total 24, value 965, dogs 55. Total value 135,095.
lief
that
silver
is
entitled
to
a
larger
use
CONVENTION.
cut him down before life was extinct
than it now enjoys. I am in favor of ar and he will recover. He is 70 years old value, 134,291- Assessor, I T Beum. Fee. 60. Assessor, C. R- Walters. Fee, 60The Democrats of the Fourteenth Ohio
SECOND WARD.
Congressional District will meet in delegate ranging tor the free use of both gold and
Evangelist Syndicate Wilson, of
Horses 74, value 1995; cattle 13, value 217;
convention at Shelby, Ohio,
silver through an international agree Gallipolis, calls his meetings with a can
hogs 3, value 12; carriages 53, value 1689;
Wednesday, June 17, 1890,
ment which shall restore silver to the non and brass band. When a soul
Purify
coverted he sends a sky-rocket on high watches 23. value 293; pianos 18, value 880.
For the purpose of nominating a candidate position it occupied prior to 1893.”
dogs
10.
Total
value,
55,467.
New
struct

And Enrich
closes the service with the firing of
for Member of Congress, two delegates and
Mr. Campbell said that he would not and
ures 1, value 50. Assessor, Thos. S. Ander
cannon.
two alternates to the National Convention
son, Fee, 58.
and one Presidential Elector, and for the be a delegate to the National Conven
Your Blood
It developed that Tobe Minear, recent
transaction of such other business as may tion at Chicago.
THIRD WASD.
ly
taken
to
the
penitentiary
for
burg
come before said convention. The basis of
By Taking
Horses 131, value 4507; cattle 30, value
“Just how this international agree lary from Nelsonville, was secretly mar
representation >o the convention will be
one delegate for every 100 votes cast for ment is to be reached,” continued Mr. ried a year ago to a Virginia woman. 540; mules 6, value 195; hogs 22, value 52
Grover Cleveland for President in 1892 and Campbell, “is a matter upon which I He disclosed his secret to his sister, but carriages 101, value 4025; watches 107, value
one delegate for each fraction of fifty votes
2,015; pianos 85, value 6 230; dogs 22. Total
or over. This basis of representation will admit there may be considerable differ gave no reaons.
value 144,380. New structu-es 14, value

entitle the several counties in the dis
trict to the following number of delegates:
Ashland.......... 30 I Lorain............. 37
Huron............ .36 I Morrow........... 20
Knox......... .....33 I Richland........ .54
The convention will be called to order at
eleven o’clock a- m.
H. G. Rxdingtox, Lorain,
Tern. Chairman.
I. W. Thomas, Ashland,
Tem- Secretary.
H. A. Mykrantz, Ashland; J. W. Rex
ford, Huron; Hugh Neal, Knox; H. G.
Redingtoa, Lorain; J. F. Barnett. Morrow;
Charles W. Fritz, Richland; District Com
mittee.
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In Fine Wash Fabrics,
Shirt W aist Patterns,
Dress Patterns and
Ready Made Shirt Waists.
Also a great drive in Lace Curtains.
Don’t fail to see these bargains.

5^

Walcl.es From 11.50 Ip
Call and see what you can
buy for little money in
Gents' or Ladies’ Watches
at F. A. Clough & Co.’s.

ence of opinion. But I believe that the
The Cincinnati May Festival has been
5775; buildings destroyed 1. Assessor,
time will come, and that before a great a financial as well as an artistic success. Henry L >back. Fee, 60.
President
W.
N.
Hobart,
of
the
Festival
Sarsaparilla
while, when the nations of Europe, to hoard, states that the receipts were in
FOURTH WARD.
gether with the United States, will agree round numbers $43,000 and the expen
Horses 107, value 3145; cattle 13, value
Picture Frames made to
It was the Only
276; mules 2, value 90; hogs 6, value 12;
to a much larger use of silver in their ditures about $41,000.
order
at
currency than at present. I do not
Anson B. Strong is in jail again, this carriages 106, value 2805; watches 99 value
Sarsaparilla
admitted
Frank L. Beam’s.
believe that, under existing conditions, time in Portage county. He was arrest 1406; pianos 51, value 3110; dogs 10 Total
value
79,619.
New
structures
5,
value
2,100.
the United States could alone maintain ed on complaint of his divorced wife,
At World’s Fair.
Just received some of the finest dinner
Assessor, Jaret Penrose. Fee, 60.
silver. But with France and Germany who charges that he threatened to shoot
sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
FIFTH WARD.
her if she refused to remarry him.
AYER’S PILLS for the Liver.
to join us I believe that silver could be Strong pleaded not guilty.
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
Horses 91, value 3540; cattle 28, value 615;
tions. Sets that compare favorably
given its proper recognition. Other
Bessie Dorsey, a colored girl, aged 8, at carriages 78, value 2015; watches 71, value
with any $25.00 set. ever sold, and at
nations would soon follow the example Hamilton, used coal oil in starting a fire 1298; pianos 46, value 3740. Total value LAKE El
half the price. Stop and see them.
of these three, and England would Her clothing caught, and she was liter 176,914. New structures 2, value 1.1C0.
E. O. ARNOLD.
either be forced to join in the movement ally roasted to death. Pieces of flesh Assessor, H. P. Bennett. Fee, 60.
SIXTH WABD.
or would be destroyed. The time has tell from her body, and she died ii
few houre in great agony.
H »rwj 73 , value 2350; cattle 31, value 635;
passed for England to remain a dictator
THURSDAY.
Judge L. R. Critchfield, of Wooster, hogs 7, value 20; carriages 20, value 680;
The Democratic voters of Knox The events of the past year have proved who has been boomed as a Democratic watches 28, value 621, pianos 21, value 1710; Father Mulhane gives the
county are requested to meet at the that she cannot do altogether as she candidate for Congress from the 17th dogs 23. Total value 27,495. New struc
children of the Paroch
usual voting places in the various pleases, either in her land-grabbing district, announces that he finds that he tures, 7; value 5450. Assessor, Milton
ial school a picnic.
cannot he a candidate, as he is not able Simpkins. Fee, 58.
schemes
or
in
her
plans
of
commercial
precincts of the county on
financially or physically to make the
Admission..........................................5 ct8
aggression.
”
BERLIN TOWNSHIP.
Matt. Hurley Will Give a
Friday, June 5th, 1M)«,
canvass.
Horses 371, value 17,830; cattle 641, value
“Are there any indications that France
From 5 to 7 o’clock p. m. in the town
FRIDAY.
Rev. Jas. W. Hubbell, D. D., pastor of 12170; mules 15, value 565; sheep 1721, value
Benefit
ships, and at 7 o’clock p. m. in the and Germany are ready to join the the First Congregational church of 2790; hogs 649, value 2510;carriages39, value
Baseball—2:15 p. m.
wards of Mt Vernon, to select delegates United States on this recognition of Mansfield, died on Monday from blood 885; watches 64, value 420; pianos 34, value
iisoning, resulting from paring a corn. 940; dogs 67. Total value, 97,185. Ne
Fat Men vs. Lean Men.
to attend the County Delegate Conven silver?” asked the correspondent.
Daylight Balloon Ascension
r. Hubbell was 61, a graduate of Yale
“They are not ready yet, but I believe
Benefit
Orphans'
Home.
tion, to be held at the Court House in
structures
2,
value
350.
Assessor,
C.
M
and
that they are gradually coming round in 1857, and of Andover in 1863. He Switzer. Fee, 54.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, on
Adnri«6ion........................................10 cts
formerly filled pastorates at New Haven
to
the
view
that
silver
must
be
given
BROWN.
Saturday, June 6th, 1896,
and Danbury, Conn.
Parachute Descent
Horses 472, value 16,130; cattle 880, value
SATURDAY.
At 1 o’clock p. m. At said County an equal place in the world's currency.”
About three weeks ago 32 dogs were 11,203; mules 4, value 90; sheep 2,798, value
“
If
you
were
nominated
at
Chicago
Delegate Convention, delegates and
loisoned in one night in Winchester
King ave. M. E. Church, of;
For
ie work ia supposed to have been 4125; hogs 1229, value 3,518; carriages 136,
alternates to represent Knox county ia on a free silver plattorm would you
Columbus,will hold their
value 2.052; watches 55, value 421; pianos
done
by
some
sheep
raisers
in
that
vi

make
the
race
for
the
Presidency?
”
Mr.
the conventions named below, will be
cinity. Monday night West Union re 46, value 660; dogs 105. Total value 87,553.
annual picnic.
Campbell was asked.
chosen as follows: *
ceived a visit from the exterminators New structures 1, value 200. Assessor, W. Admission......................................... 5 cts I Miss Victoria LeRoy,
“
I
am
not
a
candidate,
”
said
Mr.
State Convention................................... 6
and 20 dogs were found dead, among R. Pern brook. Fee, 56.
Congressional Convention.................... 35 Campbell. “I am neither seeking nor them several valuable ones.
BUTLER.
SUNDAY.
The Injured Leronaut,
Circuit Judicial Convention................ 6 expecting the nomination, and am in
Horses 201, value 7,745; cattle 357, value
The Wooster City Council, finding
Common Pleas Judicial Convention.,.,35 earnest in saying that I do not want it.
The
Park
will
be
open
that the cost of electric street lights was 5359; mules 4, value 125; sheep 3327, value
At said County Delegate Convention I shall take steps to see that my name exceeding the sum arising from levy, 3,438; hogs 595,value 1887; carriages 2, value free to patrons of the street
each precinct will also report one per is not presented to the convention at and the light unsatisfactory owing to 10; watches 15, value 130; pianos 22, value
too many lamps for the capacity of the 315; dogs 54. Total value, 53,483. Assessor, cars. No charge for admisson for the county central committee.
Chicago.
Admission, 5 Cents.
ion at the gates.
plant, has decided to light part of the
The several precincts are entitled to
“But if in view of this statement as city with gas and thus greatly reduce G. B. Wilson. Fee, 60.
CLAY.
the following representation at said to my position with regard to the nomi the expense of lighting.
TUESDAY, JUNE 2.
Horses 394, value 13,496; cattle 638, value
County Delegate Convention:
nation the convention should neverthe.
Miss
Nellie
Ward,of
Spencerville,
went
9,483;
mules
6,
value
300;
sheep
7262,
value
New
and novel attrac
Berlin................... 5
v................ 5 less nominate me, I would make the to the home of her sister, Mrs. Squire
10,036; hogs 585, value 2463; carriages 92, tions never before seen in1
Butler.......... ....... 5
5 race for the Presidency, no matter what Kies, to bid her good-bye, as she was go value 1720; watches 95, value 800; pianos 51,
Brown................. 6 Morgan
ing to Van Wert on a visit. When there
this city, including a Bal- j
College......... ...... 5 Pike..................... 6 I the platform might be.
Otto Halter, a rejected suitor, grabl>ed value 1,515; dogs 42 Total value 111,947.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Pleasant .............. 5
Clinton.........
“When the party calls, it is the duty her by the throat, choked her and pulled New structures 5, value 900; buildings de loon race and Parachute de
Clay............. ....... G Union.................... 7 of a good Democrat to respond. No man a revolver. The gun foiled to go off, stroyed 2, value 1,300. Assessor, J. M.
scent between Sadie LeRoy
Harrison..... ........ 5 Wayne.................. 6
Cline. Fee, GO.
has ever refused such a nomination and Halter has disappeared.
Ho wan!....... ......
and Prof. Matt Hurley. Af
CLINTON.
when it has been given to him, and it
ML Vernon—
Hilliar......... ........ 6
Here is a strange story from Youngs
ternoon
and evening pro
Horses
336,
value
13,470;
cattle
721,
value
Jackson ........ ....... 5 1st Ward.............. 6 stands to reason that no man ever will. town. Some years ago John and Jen
10,900;
mules
8,
value
260;
sheep
2012,
value
gram.
Jefferson..... ........5 2d Ward.............. 5
“I made the race for Governor of nie Gentile, Italians, agreed to separate, 2770; hogs 619, value 1949; carriages 54,
Liberty......... ........5 3d Ward................ 5
Ohio
last year under just such circum and later the wife secured a divorce. value 1455; watches 22, value 465; pianos 36, Admission... Adults, 10 cts; children, 5 cts
......
5
4th
Ward
..............
5
Monroe.......
Now she has married John Gentile, an
No one will believe for a other Italian, who is no relation to her value 1,800; dogs 33. Total value 104,386.
5th
Ward
............
4
I
stances.
Milford.........
6th Ward.............................. 4 |moment
Miller...........
that I wanted that nomina former husband. The second husband New structures 14, value 4,325. Assessor,
By order of committee.
tion. If there is any orange that I have lives at Niles, where the divorced hus A- J- Mann. Fee, 62.
COLLEGE.
COLUMBUS EWALT,
sucked dry it is that one. Yet when the band also resides.
Horses
173,
value
5,433; cattle 261, value
D. B. Tittle,
Chairman.
convention nominated me I had to
Saturday morning a daring robbery
DO YOO WANT 10 BITTER TOUR CONDITION ?
was commited near the heart of Lima, 4,613; sheep 584, value 600; hogs 446, value Are
Secretary.
comply.”
tired of Arctic -winters; of feed1,434; carriages 70. value 1,880; watches G3, lag you
the
office
of
the
Standard
Oil
company
stock half the year; of high-priced,
“What sort of financial plank do you
being entered about 9 o’clock. Manager value903; pianos 53, value 2,554; dogs 36 worn out land and short crops; of using com
think the Chicago Convention will W. E. Corre stepped out for a few min Total value 104,212. New structures 6, value mercial and other fertilizers? Do you want
Bcy a lot and help boom Greater Mt.
mild winters; to have stock run at large all
adopt?”
utes, and when he returned found the 2,000. Assessor, John Bateman. Fee, 50.
the year; to raise every grain and fruit
Vernon.
“If I could have my way, it would be drawers of the safe battered open and
HARBISON.
known to the temperate zone; to have
all
the
monev
gone.
Checks
and
other
Horses 280, value 10,253. cattle 432, value better and cheaper land; more abundant
Have you subscribed for a lot? K a plank upon which all Democrats papers were left.
We Aim to Keep
and as good prices as you get now?
6,627, sheep 6,124, value 7,557, hogs, 566, crops
could stand, without a disruption of the
not, do not delay the matter.
If so, call on or write to THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST IMMIGRATION BO ABIX Just What
party.
Reports to the Ohio grand lodge, I. value 1.765, watches I, value 10, pianos 9, PORTLAND,
OREGON.
3
Assessor,
Every lot in Park and Riverside ad.
“I do not mean to infer that there O. O. F., show that during the past year 2,800. Total value 68,575.
ditions should find a purchaser within should be a straddle. I believe that a 7 new lodges were instituted and 21 John Dudgeon. Fee, GO.
The People Want!
HILLIAR.
two weeks. Get your name on the list. platform can be constructed which Rebekah lodges. There is a total mem
AX.MAL
MEETING.
would satisfy both wings of the party, bership for the former of 65,850, and
Hones 402, value 21,615, cattle 710, value
Some of the things
California says McKinley is a free provided that each were willing to yield 2,563 ol the latter. Seventeen inmates 14,780, mules 6, value240, sheep 3,804, value
The members of the Knox County Mutu
people
aie asking for
a
little.
If
the
gold
men
were
to
pledge
were
reported
in
the
Cincinnati
home,
7,435,
hogs
973,
value
$4,000,
carriages
72,
silver man. Vermont says he is for themselves to try by all means in their
al Insurance Company are hereby notified
and 35 in the Springfield home. Past
the annual meeting of said Company
are mentioned below:
gold. Ohio states that he is for warmer power to bring about such an interna grands to the number of 125 were given value 1,890, watches 53, value €30, pianos that
71, value 2.975, dogs 58 Total valoe 163,- will be held at their office in Mt. Vernon.
weather. Where does McKinley stand? tional agreement as would provide for the grand lodge degree.
Ohio, on Wednesday, July 8, 1896, at 10
Good for
670. New structures one, value 600, build o’clock, a. m . for the purpose of electing a
the restoration of silver to its condition
Ex-Mayor Johnson, of Springfield, ings destroyed 3. Assessor, J. M. Huddle, Board of Directors and for the transaction of
Push along the sale of lots. The prior to 1873,1 think that the silver
other businessH. H. GREER,
sooner the lots are disposed of the men of the party would accept it rather who was nominated for Congress by the ston. Fte, 52.
Secretary.
Democrats of the seventh district, has
HOWARD.
sooner will Mt. Vernon derive the bene than to break away from their party declined the honor. Hon. John H.
We sold from one to three gradu
allegiance.
Horses 271, value 12 216, cattle 463, value
Execiftor's Notice.
ating dresses a day last week
fit that is sure to come from enlarging
“Of course, there is a danger that the Thomas, the free silver leader, is new 6,681. sheep 3 212, value 4,425, hogs 1,134,
We will show you what the girls
OTICE is hereby given that the under 
the Cooper Works.
silver men or the gold men, whichever talked of for the place. Hon. John W. value 2.635, carriages 34, value 725, watches
signed has been appointed and quali
are buying if you step into our
find themselves in control of the con Bookwalter confirms the report that he 8, value 115, pianos 24, value 605, dogs 4
fied Executor of the estate of
store.
The report of the Finance committee vention, will endeavor to force the issue will be a candidate for delegate-at-large Total value 72,764. New structures 4, valoe
PETER GAUMER,
to
the
Chicago
Convention
in
obedience
and
make
a
straight-out
declaration
one
of Council oh the tax levy carries out
2,000, buildings destroyed 1- Assessor, F- Late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by Shirt Waists.
way or the other. W’hat would be the to the wishes of his friends.
the Probate Court of said county.
the pledge made by President Bogardus result of such a declaration I cannot
C. Mavis. Fee, 56
There is a stream of Shirt Waists
May 2f 1896.
A curfew ordinance has been intro
that there would be no increase of taxes tell; but the Democratic party has not
JACKSON.
from our cloak room to the street,
JEROME GAUMER,
duced
in
the
City
Council
at
Columbus.
Horses 263, value 7,370, cattle 416. value
on account ot the new issue of water by any means a monopoly of this It provides that all children under 15
may 2131
Executor.
passing out of our cloak room all
the time. We have just the
works bonds. The interest on the trouble.
years of age found on the streets after 9 5,747, sheep 4011, value 4.937, hogs 622, val
Assignee
’
s
Notice.
“
I
believe
that
the
Republican
party
styles you want.
bonds will be cared for and at the same is much more divided upon this finan o’clock p. m. shall be deemed guilty of ue 1,828, carriages 20, value 361, watches 12,
HE undersigned has been duly appoint
time tlie total levy is smaller than last cial question than appears on the sur a misdemeanor and fined $5. The or value 107, pianos 24, value 449, dogs 84.
ed and qualified as assignee in trust for Sleeve Buttons an<l
dinance met with a vigorous opposition Total value 72,702. New structures 4, value
the benefit of the creditors of
year’s levy.
face.
ALVA O. McKEE.
“A straight-out declaration by the when an attempt was made to pass it 700. Assessor, Edgar Beckley. Fee, 46.
AU
persons iudebted to said assignor will Shirt Waist Studs.
JSFFEBSOV.
The McKinley Literary Bureau, Chicago Convention on either side of under a suspension of the rules, and
make
immediate
payment, and creditors
If you wear a Shirt Waist you
there is little doubt of its defeat.
Horses 292, value 12,235, cattle 536, valae will present their claims
duly authenticated
while denying the right of the people to this auestion, while it might occasion
need Sleeve Buttons and Studs
7,580,
mules
4,
value
130,
sheep
2,782,
value
the
loss
of
Democratic
votes
to
•
the
to
the
undersigned
for
allowance.
John George, jr., of Youngstown, has
know where the candidate stands on the ticket nominated, would probably bring
We have them from the cheapest
C- W. McKEE.
at last succeeded in locating his father, 3,730, hogs 780, value 2,410, watches 23 value
to solid silver and gold, as you
currency question, has contradicted its accessions from the other side.
May 12th, 1896.
Assiguee
140,
pianos
34,
value
560,
dogs
64.
Total
John George, sr., in Denver. Twenty
may wish.
words by its actions. It is now report
“Major McKinley is not as emphatic years ago the son left Europe for Amer value 69,545. Assessor, Henry Shinanbar
in
his
declarations
as
to
his
position
as
ed to have issued two pamphlets—a
ica and today he is quite wealthy. The ker. Fee, 58.
RESOLUTION
3teck Ties and Bows.
LIBERTY.
pro-silver circular for distribution in he might be. A statement from him as father soon followed and went West.
to his views, it seems to me, would be of Neither heard of the other until recent
Shirt waists demand a tie of some
Horses 373, value 14,235, cattle 674, value Declaring it necessary to construct a 8ewer
the West, and another of a very differ much more benefit to him at the present
kind. Ask for what you want—
ly, when the son heard his father was
ent metallic ring for the puipcse of time than it would be after he is nomi in Denver. The son is seriously ill and 9,994, mules 8, value 135, sheep 2,943, value
we have it.
in High street and Gay street, from the
3,242,
bogs
538,
value
1,814,
carriages
22.
value
nated.
placating tlie gold hugs of the East.
wants to bequeath his estate to his 630, watches 12, value 140, pianos 31, value
“After the St. Louis Convention has father.
edge of the paving on High street to the Chair Tidies.
995, dogs 80. Total value 90,526- New
The shipment of steel rails for a rail, made a plank for him to stand upon his
Many ladies wonder where they
personal views will not be of much con
structures 4, value 1.100, buildings destroyed
ST. ANDREW BROTHERHOOD.
intersection of High and Gay streets:
way in Japan, which the Illinois Steel sequence. Whatever they may be he
can find Chair Tidies. Let the
I. Assessor, W. G. Shellenberger. Fte,
Company is making by lake and rail, is will have to indorse the platform as it is Considerable Interest Aroused in <30.
name Browning & Sperry come
thence North to the North line of the
before your vision when you are
Their Coming Meeting at Gambier.
in tlie nature of an experiment as to made lor him.
MIDDLEBURY.
city
property,
and
under
and
into
the
perplexed again.
“Because of the suspicion, well
The Fourth Annual Convention of the
the route of transit; but that is the only
Horses 340, value 18,695, cattle 694, value
grounded or otherwise, as it may he, as
Third ward Engine house.
experimental feature of the business to Major McKinley’s exact position Brotherhood of 81. Andrew, an organization 11,505, muleB 2, value 25, sheep 3,129, value
American rails are now finding a market upon this question, I do not look for of young men in the Episcopal Church 5,025, hogs 723, value 3,389, carriages 18,
ESOLVED, By the City Council of the
No more shields worn in dresses
will meet in Gambier, Saturday and Sunday value 445, watches 19, value 250, pianos 26,
City of Mt. Vernon, .Ohio, That in EUREKA Dress Protector and Corset
in the Mikado’s dominion, and this any ambiguous expression on the silver May 30 31.
the
opinion
of
Council
it
is
deemed
necessa

question
to
be
adopted
at
St
Louis.
value
655,
dogs
72
Total
value
121,495.
market is practically illimitable not
Many of the most prominent men both Assessor, Abram Hetrick. Fee, 54.
ry and it does hereby declare its intent to Cover adopted at sight.
“The gold men in that convention are
The Eureka Combined Dress Protec
only for these essentials of equipment, admittedly
improve
High and Gay streets, by con
of
the
clergy
and
laity
in
the
church
will
in tlie majority, and they
MILFORD.
structing a sewer with the necessary catch tor and Corset Cover has open pockets
but for all the rolling stock, etc., which will force a straight-out declaration, just participate in the proceedings. Among the
Horses 412, value 18,410, cattle 717, value basins, man bolee, flushing boles, house which hold light shields, which can be
will be needed. Senator Gallinger for the reason of the uncertainty that the prominent speakers announced, are the 15,093, mules 7, value 280, sheep 3,146, val connection pieces, etc., in Miid streets, from easily removed for laundering garment
thinks that the country is languishing exists as to the position of their candi Rt. Rev. W. A. Leonard. D. D., Bishop of ue 4,395, hogs 696, value 2,793, carriages 13, the edge of the pavement on High street to and as easily replaced. Always con
the intersection of High and Gay streets;
If McKinley had expressed him Ohio, and the Rt- Rev Boyd Vincent, D
An absolute necessity for
for more tariff agitation. These ship date.
value 465, watches 72, value 480, pianos 34, thence uorth to the north line of city prop venient.
self positively one way or the other, the
ments controvert the Gallinger idea, and convention would probably have adopt D., Bishop of Southern Ohio; President value 1,125, dogs 65. Total value 118,428 erty, and under and into the Third ward Shirt Waists and Light Dressen.
elect Win. F. Pierce of Kenyon College, the
engine house, in accordance with the plane,
show that President Roberts hit the ed a straddle on the silver auestion.
New structures 5, value 830. Asaesscr, A. specifications
and profiles ud file in the
Rev. Y. P. Morgan of Dayton, Rev. A. T
“
In
Ohio
the
free-silver
idea
seems
to
J.
Wright.
Fee,
52.
mark when he said that what the coun
office of the City Civil Engineer. The cost
Atwood of Colombo*, and Messrs. N. B
be
gaining.
Some
time
ago
I
gave
a
MILLER.
and expense of said sewer, less the amount
try wanted was less tariff and more prediction to the effect that the gold Thompson of Cincinnati, Chas. G. Reade Of
Horses 328, value 17,765, cattle 538, value to be paid by the city, shall be assessed up
rest.
men would have two-thirds of the State Dayton, Tbos H. Walbridge of Toledo, W. 10,912, mules 9, value 380, sheep 3,005, value on the lots and the lauds bounding or
abutting said High and Gsy streets, from
Convention. Since then the silver men G. Benham of Columbus, and W. L. Tor
4,919, hogs 1,106, value 4,474, cairiages 62. the edge of the paving to the intersection of |
The Harrisburg, Penn., Patriot calls have been gaining ground. At least this rence of Cleveland.
value 1,265, watches 37, value 500, pianos High and Gay streets; thence uorth to the
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
attention to the fact that this year the is what I see in my own county, and I
The subjects to be discussed will be alive
north line of the city property, according to
41, value 885, dogs 43. Total value 92,965. benefits,
take
it
that
these
conditious
prevail
and by the feet front, as the Coun
with
interest.
There
are
about
sixty
chap
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Democratic party is one hundred years throughout the State. You know on an
New structures 6, value 1,400. Assessor, cil shall specify in the ordinance for such
old. It began business in 1796, and has election night the returns from the first ters of the organization in Ohio with con Isaac Marker. Fee, 48.
improvement. And the City Marshal is
slant
accessions.
The
historic
associations
Inreby directed to cause legal notice of the
outlived many opposing organizations. few precincts that come in generally
MONROE
connected
with
Gambier
and
the
various
of this resolution Io be served on
The Federal and Whig parties managed furnish a pretty good indication of the
Horsts 397, value 19,571, cattle 806, value passage
the proper persons, and publication of this
final result It looks as though the schools there located will make it an ovea. 13,219, sheep 3.693, value 5,583, hogs 965, resolution
four times to carry the Presidential silver
be made, and make return as
sentiment was a popular wave sion of unusual interest to thousands of value 3,695, carriages 25, value 2,115, watch required bytolaw.
election, holding that office for sixteen spreading over the country.
Churchmen in Ohio.
Passed May 25, 1896.
es 22, value 290, pianos 48, value 1,580, dogs
years. Tlie Republican party has seven
“There is one thing I would call your
W. P. Bogardus.
100. Total value 92,604. New structures
attention
to
—
that
is,
that
the
mass
of
P.
B. Chase,
Pres, of City Council.
times elected its President. The Demo
Women Teachers.
•
3, value 8,300. Assessor, O. B. Clements.
City Clerk.
the
people
are
always
right.
They
The Peopled Dry Goods UO r«.
The following appeared in the Baltimore Fee, 54.
cratic party has carried the country
know much more than does one man or
fourteen times in Presidential contests any set ol men. They know mo*e than Times, and may interest Mt. Vernon teach
MORGAN.
and has made its lasting impress upon the Wall street clique, on the one hand, ers;
Horses 3,987, value 11,672, cattle 783,
‘ To tub Editor or the Times—Sin The value 13,795, mules 10, value 355, sheep
the character of the Federal Govern or the silver-mine owners on the other. nineteeth
century
could
add
no
greater
vic

ment as illustrated in the accepted They will find a middle ground between tory to its already long list than to inscribe 5.439, value 9,504, hogs 1,210. valve 3.937,
the two extremes upon which the coun upon its banner, “As long as a woman does carriages 33, value 920, watches 39, value
interpretation of its constitutional try can stand and prosper.
a man’s work as a teacher she ought to 553, pianos 19, value 885, dogs 63. Total
powers. There will he no danger of the
“At Chicago there will be a number of receive a man’s pay.” Men who have the
dissolution of the Democratic party men affiliated with the dominant party nobility to advocate such ideas are in the value 127,731. New s'.riictures 3, value 425,
forefront of advanced thought. Woman Assessor, John Evart. Fee, 42.
a? long as the Republic shall last; for it who will recognize the necessity |of has struggled for her rights Let her posi
MOBRIS.
seeking
that middle ground and making tion be cheerfully acknowledged. And men
is founded upon the principles which it i»ossible for Democrats of all shades
Horses 470, value 20,410, cattle 753, value
who
concede
her
ability
are
in
line
for
po

underlie successful representative gov of opinion to unite in supporting the litical advancement. Youts truly.
12,760, sheep 2,887, value 4,235, hogs 740,
ticket.”
ernment.
“Rights.
| value 3,151, carriages 90, value 1,870, watch

The
Circus
Has
Come
And
Gone

STANDARD PAT IFRN5
Cataiocue

Sil There Is

LAKE HIAWATHA PARK:

TUESDAY, AT 7 O’CLOCS, ?. U.

FARMERS

ana

GRABHATINH DRESSES!

N

T

R

Request

BARGAINS!

And it is worth any
person's time coming
many miles to see.
We refei to the

.

\

III

at
And when we say
BARGAIN COUNTERS, it is not a mis
nomer, as we are of
fering footwerr at
such low prices as
were never heard of
before in Mt. Vernon.

Children’s
Shoes
and Slippers, 15 to 25
cents.
Ladies’ Kid Button
Shoes, reduced from
$4 to $1.
Men’s Calf Boots,
reduced from $3.50
to $1.
Boys’ Calf Boots,
reduced from $2.50
to 50 cents.
Boys’ Low Shoes,
reduced from $1.50
to 25 cents.
Ladies’ slippery 15
cents.
Infants’ Shoes, 5
to 10 cents.
The above are only a few
samples of the

aulil •-

SPfCIIL LIHES OF DiSIRlBlE
SHSONlBli GOODS,
Of which we are giving our cus
tomers the benefit. In every
department of our house are to
be found

SiRGimS WHICH ctmi
BE OUfLICUED.

The People’s

Dry Goods Store

tree on

A
Big
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Show
In
Mt. We are taking advantage of the
Vernon
present Hard Times to Secure

DEMOCRATIC COUNTT CONVENTION.

B

—

Portli-East Cor, Pub. Square.

TRADE GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT
ATTENTION.

s.
■4§W STANDARD PATTERNS
Catalogue Fp.ee on Request

THEY ARE
BEAUTIES . .
—M—
The line of Men's Women’s and
Children's Shoes for Spring wear in all

With the grandest
exhibition of wear
ing apparel ever
in this city.

the newest and most stylish toes and

shades, and at prices that are lower
than the lowest. Call and see for your

That have been made, and self.
it is to your interest to call A full line of Trunks and Valises.
early, as at such prices the
goods are bound to go.
— M-----

VANNATTA'S
MAIN STKET, NEAR GAMBIER.

H. C. Parker, Manager.

STOP AND THINK.
You all want fruit next winter. We
keep all the articles needed for the
purpose of spraying your fruit trees, viz:
Paris Green, London Purple, White
Hellebore, Blue Vitrol, &c.
Protect your rose hushes, also your
current, goosberry, raspberry and black
berry bushes, and grape vioes with a
liberal spraying of a solution of White
Hellebore.

I
Cel

and

silas parr RAXGIXG IN PRICE FROM
$3 TO 15
The Delineator of Fashions
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Single
and DoubleBreasted Sacks, Frocks and
Long Cutaways, &c., taste
fully trimmed and thorough
ly tailored.
Boy’s
and
Children’s
Clothing—an .elegant line
of new and stylish goods,
And that is
in styles to suit the boys and
prices to suit the parents.
In connection with our
boys’ and children’s depart
And all the evils that flow from that ments we will offer for a
short time, as a premium,
condition. The remedy is
No. 8 South Main St.

Kirk block.

CURES ONLY CUE

B

CONSTIPATION,

RliiTiiiiiin Tonic.

The festive Potato Bug is here early
and in all his glory. “Knock ’em
silly.” We keep the pure, unadulter
It is not a patent medicine, but one
ated Paris Green, to make ’em sick.
that has been successfully used for the
KILLINE we have for bedbugs and relief.of weakness of the bowels and
roaches, ants, &c.
connected troubles for over ten years.
Compounded and sold only at the drug
Give us a call.

SCRIBNER & CO.,

'S BDSIK

store of

No. 20 N. Main Street.

ED. DEVER,

Mt. Vernon, 0.

West Si<W PuUk Square, It Vrrnsn, (Hi

A GENUINE WATCH.
stem winder and set, guar
anteed to keep good time.
Call and see the watch and
find out how easy it is to
own one.

IF.STMI,
T he One .Price Clothier.
N. E. Cor. Public Square.

THE SOCIAL SWIM.

nnsjiijiD.

All

Verbiage Has
Eliminated,

Beeu

Ami Only the Yews Feat
ure Retained.
Thieves Break Into Marshal Bell's

Residence—Supposed Runaway Boy

Returns—Police Find Two Young
sters in Beastly Slate of Intoxica
tion Near B. & O. Tracks.

— Retail price: Butter, 121, eggs. 10— Col. W. C. Cooper, will deliver the
Menioral Day address at Newark— All the offices at the Court House will
be closed Saturday on account of Memorial
Bay.
— The Kenyon ball team was defeated
Sstunlay. by the O 8. U, team, by a score
of 14 to 1.
— Memorial services, Saturday, will be
held at the cemetery. In case of rain, they
will be held in Kirk hall.
— Emir Tulloss is giving all his friends
the glad hand and pleasant look, over the
arrival of a daughter at his home last
week.
— The Mt. Vernon Telephone Co., have
just completed another line to Oambier
and placed a ’phone in the residence of
President Pierce, of Kenyon college.
— The barn on the farm belonging to C.
W. Koons, west iff town, was struck-6ylightning Monday night. A valuable horse
which was standing in the stables, was
killed
— At the Jackson Club banquet at
Urichsville, last Friday night, Mr. J. J.
Fultz, of this city, was among the guests,
and made one of the happy speeches
of the evening
— The Utica School board has elected the
following corps of teachers for the ensuing
year: Walter E Painter, Katherine March,
Edith Johnson, Kate Litzenberg, Martha
Turner, Susan Coed.
— Thompson Cooper Ixxlge No. 7, K. of
P., (colored) gave a banquet in their rooms
in the Kremlin building, Tuesday evening
Prior to the banquet, a program of songs
and recitations was reDdered— The game of base ball scheduled to
hare taken place Monday at the Park, be
tween the Kenyon College team and the
Greys, was postponed on account of rain.
The game will be played this (Wednesday)
afternoon.
f
— Thieves broke into the residence o
Marshal Joe Bell on E. Chestnut street
last week, and secured about three dollafs
in chango from the Marshal’s trousers.
They gained entrance through a dining
room window.
— The White Star laundry _has just re
ceived a Shaw collar turner, a device for
turning wing and lay down collars without
breaking. The machine is on exhibition
in the front window of the establishment
and attracts no little attention.
— A box car, forming a part of South
bound B AO. freigbUJio. 96, jumj>ed the
track in the yards at this place.early Friday
morning. The car was completely demol.
ished. It required several hours work by
the wreck crew to clear away the wreckage
— Wm. Beeman, residing near Bangs,
was arrested last week by Constable Walters
charged with wife beating. When brought
before ’Squire Blair for hearing, he broke
down and wept and under promise to be
have himself hereafter, he was allowed to
go.
— Positive information has been received
in thia office that Wolverton will pitch
for Columbus 8unday, against the Mil.
waukees. A special train will leave this
city at nine a. m , over the C., A- A C-, re.
turning at six p. m-, at the low rate of one
dollar for the round trip.
— That business is improving with the
Baltimore A Ohio since Receiver JOscar G.
Murray and General Manager Greene took
hold is shown by the gross earnings for the
month of April, which were $1,866,416,
being an increase of $129,024 over those for
the corresponding month of last year.
— Byrl Hammond, the ten year old son
of John L. Hammond, residing near Millwood, was severely kicked by a horse last
week. One animal kicked him in the
breast, landing him directly at the heels of
another. This horse in turn also kicked
him. He was thought to have been fatally
injured, but is now on the road to recovery.
— The Board of Managers of the Ohio
Reformatory have elected W. E. 8hefton,of
this city, for Assistant Superintendent,
W. H. Luke, of Pontiac, III-; E- P. Ralston,
of Oberlin; V. L. Weekley, of Columbue;
H. A. Thomas, of Ashland, and M. 8- Me*
Inarna, of Mansfield, were applicant*. Mr.
Sefton bad the indorsement of Governor
Bushnell.
— Two small bojt?wefe found in a beast
ly state of intoxication by the police, last
week, near the B. A O tracks at Vine street.
When brought in they told a fairy story
about some tramps compelling them to
drink the wniskey. Investigation disclosed
the fact that the youngsters had stolen the
whiskey from a boarding bouse on East
Water street.
— Considerable excitement was created
on the streets, Sunday, by the report that a
young fellow by the name of Martin bad
mysteriously disappeared from home the
morning previous and had not yet returned.
The police of this and surrounding cities
were notified and a search inaugurated.
The boy returned home Monday night
after having speot Sunday with friends in
Newark.
— Harry Crumley tore down the log
cabin in Spice alley, which had been origi
nally intended for a saloon business. As
soon as the building had been torn com
pletely down, Mr. Crumley secured another
building permit and immediately began the
erection of the building again. It will be
covered with inflammable material and
comply with all other requirements of the
ordinance.
— The Knox county Snnday seboo;
Convention met in the Gay street M. E.
church Tuesday. Reports were read show
ing the total number of schools to be 86*
aud the total enrollment to be 7,275. Offi*
cere were elected as follows. President’
Rev. Joseph Long; vice-president, Dr. F. C
Larimore; secretary, Miss Mary Baker;
treasurer, Miss Mary V. Pickard; executive
committee, Frank H. Roberts, A. W.
Brown, Benjamin F. Morris.
— During the month of April the passen
ger train movement on all Divisions of the
B. A O. system was remarkable for punctu
ality. The through express trnins arrived
at tbeir respective destinations on schedule
time ninety-five per cent, of the time. This
is a performance rarely equaled by roads
operating as many trains as are ran on the
B A O., and speaks well for the ifficiency
of the rank and file, as well as the officials
of the operating department
— Appropriate memorial services will be
held at Amity, next Saturday afternoon.
The usual decorations will be made with
speeches in the afternoon to be concluded
with an oration at 5 p. m , by Rev. Father
L W. Mulhane, of this city. Refreshments
will be served during the afternoon and
evening. In the evening a contest for prizes
will be held by three classes—a juvenile
class, a class of young people and a class of
old people. Services in M.E. church.
— Tira on lodge, Knights of Pythias, held
a more than ordinarily interesting session
Thursday evening. It all cams about from
tbs fact that on that date Col. L. G. Hunt
had been a Pytbiau Knight for twenty one
years. He celebrated the event by present
ing each member of the lodge with an ale*
gant rose and souvenir. They were hand
somely banqceted by Mrs. Hunt during the
evening. Arrangements were discussed for
the celebration of silver anniversary of the
lodge, next April.
— A most peculiar case is that of B. A
O. Conductor W. A Field, of Newark, who
on May 5th accidently bumped his shin on
the caboose step at Mansfield. The injury
was so slight that be paid no attention to i,
for soma days, when be was compelled to
quit work and take to bis bed, where be is
now lying in a most critical condition, the
result of blood poisoning from the trivial
wound. Several doctors are constantly
watching the case, and fear that amputa
tion of the entire leg will be necessary to
save bis life.

Mr. Ed- Robinson, of Hiram, is in the
city.
Miss Ella Allen, of Canton, is visiting
Miss Jennie Stamp, East Gambier street.
Miss Nell Higbe. of Bucyrus, was the
guest of Miss Dora Ensminger, Sunday.
Miss Elizabeth Larimore has returned
from a pleasant visit with Chillicothe
friends.
Miss Mame Twiss. of Columbus, spsut
several days the past week with her sister
in this city.
M:ss Ada Whiteside, of St. Mary’s of the
Springs. Columbus, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Ellen Whiteside, North Main street.
Mrs. John E- Russell has returned from a
visit of five weeks with relatives and friends
at Pittsburgh, Steubenville and Wheeling.
Miss Dollie Cooper, of East Gambier
street, went to Delaware, Tuesday, where
she will be the guest of friends for a fortj,
night.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Stevens enter
tained a number of their friends Wednesday
evening, in honor of the anniversary of ^lr.
8tevens’ birth.
The Misses Gordon, of West Sugar street,
pleasantly entertained the members of the
Sunday school class to which they belong,
Thursday evening
Miss Marv Harkey, who has been a guest
of Mr. and Mrs LeGrand Headington. East
Cbestnnt street, returned to ber home in
Newark, Saturday.
/
Mr. Fred Strang and Miss Lid* Thomp
son went to Chagrin Falls Tuesday to l»e
present at the wedding of Mr. 8trang’s
brother, which occurred on Wednesday.
Miss Mae Braddock graduated from H‘Thane Miller's school, In Cincinnati, Tues-_
day, and in company v/Ttfi her sister. Miss
Katherine, is expected home this week.
Mr. Fred Bunn and Miss Fannie Bryan
were quietly married Sunday' evening by
Rev. W C. Endly. The young couple will
reside with the groom’s parents on East
Chestnut street.
A
Miss Clarissa Millard, of East Gambier
street, went to (Toledo, Saturday, and after
a short visit in that city will join Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Millard and proceed to Chi
cago, where they will be the guests ol re
latives for several weeks.

[Ri OF PROSPERITY
That In Surely Coining for
Ml. Vernon,

If the Citizens Help Along
the I.ot Projeet.
If the Plan Fails We Lose the Coop
er Works, the Mainstay of the
Community—Purchase of Lots Will
be a Good Investment and Secure

tbe Enlarged Shops.

Accompanying this issue of the Bansxb
is a fine lithograph supplement showing, in
faithful detail,»he proposed new additions—
Park and Riverside—embraced in tbe plan
for the extension of the water work* system
and the enlargement of the Cooper Works
and in which lota are now offered the
public.
A glance at ihe lithograph gives at once a
very correct understanding of the situation
of the lots and the proposed improvements.
But, first, before touching upon the mat
ter of the sale of the lota, the Baskek de
sires, briefly, to call to the mind of the
publiojust what is embraced in tbe whole
matter, and what depends on the sale of tbe
lots. In a word, tbe enlargement of tbe
Cooper Works is the feature that is of vital
interest to all ihe citizens, and without the
sale of the lots, the proposed enlargement
(alls -tbiougb, and some other city more
furliuiate>-Lban Mt. Vernon will get this
mammoth manufacturing establishmentThere are plenty of cities that would give a
great deal to have the Cooper Works come
to them. One place, and it is not as large
as Mt. Vernon,either, has already offered
the tempting bait of $80,000 in cool, hard
cash for the Cooper establishment to come
to them, while other cities have made even
more flattering offers, and this, too, when it
was not generally known that the Cooper
Company had to have larger quarters. In
fact, the reputation of this establishment is
such that if it was givsn oat that a new
location was being sought, there would be
CENTERBURG COMMEXCEMENT.
such a demand for it by so many cities that
the Cooper Company could get anything
Program of The Tenth Annual Event they might ask for.
In That Village.
But those composing the Cooper Com
The tenth annual commencement of the pany do not wish to leave Ml. Vernon.
t'enteiburg High school occurs this (Thurs There are many ties that bind them to this
day) evening, in the town ball in that vil city. They want to stay right here, but they
lage. There are seventeen graduates. Fol cannot afford to tlay at a tacrifice of thtir
large businett intt rests. That is just the situ
lowing is tbs program:
ation in a nut shell; and from that point o?
Prayer.
Muaic by K. of P. orchestra.
view the people of Mt. Vernon must look a1
Environment and Responsibility................ the whole affair.
............................. ....Adelaide L Adams
Tbe citizens of Mt. Vernon are so famil
Which Way?............................ A Clara Bell
Life’s Drama................................ ...Pearl Coe iar with tbe Cooper Works that it seems
America's Monuments......................... HarryBishop
almost like a waste of words to toucn upon
M usic.
that feature of the subject. The establish
What Next?.......................................... HallieCotton
ment has grown from small beginnings,
Wasted 8unshine................................. MamieFaraba
I Shall Pass this Wsy but Once................. since its foundation, in 1834, by tbe Hon.
...................................... Bessie Hawkins Charles Cooper, to its present proportions,
Cuba............................................... Leo Dally
in which employment is given to about 400
Music.
Curiosity................................... Elsie Jackson men, and it has been tbe mainstay of the
Her Majesty; Dame Fashion..Mabel Jennings community during all these years.
The American Girl.............. Elma Landrum
The Corliss engines manufactured by tbe
Music..
,
•
Keep Your Watch Wound...Dwight Mortley Cooper Company are not only sold through
What Can Woman Du?............. Maude Lyon out this country, but are exported to foreign
Unwritten History................ Leona Ramey countries—to South Africa, alone, over 100
Music.
Wide Awake.............................. Bruce Wade have gonS in the last few years. A very
What of These Stones?-..... Olive Robertson large trade has also been built up in New
To What End?.................... Ora Robertson
England, where the Corliss engine bad its
Benediction.
origin.
The graduation exercises will conclude
The rapid growth of the business of ths
with the class address on Friday evening,
Cooper Company demands new and larger
when the following program will be ob
works. The present capital of the Com
served:
pany is completely employed in taking
Prayer.
Music......................... -.................. Orchestra care of the business. The question of new
Annual Addre»s...Rev- W. O. Thompson. D. shops has been agitated and considered for
D , Pres. Miami University, Oxford, O. several months, bat the difficulty has been
Music.
Presentation of Diplomas.............................. to obtain the necessary means for that
................ -............. Supl.8- H. Mabarry purpose. Instead of accepting one of the
Benedictiontempting offers made, tbe Company has de
cided to attempt to raise tbe necessary
funds at home to build by the sale of lots.
Pleasures at Lake Hiawatha Park.
Tbe map accompanying this issue of tbe
On Thursday morning ef this week, the
Banxeb shows the proposed additions to
children of the Parochial schools go to the
the city and upon the sale of the 251 lots
Park for a picnic, which is given through
will depend whether the Cooper Works re
the kindness of Rev. Father Mulhane. In
main in Mt. Vernon and be enlarged, so as
the afternoon everybody is invited to go
to accommodate the business demands of
and join in the festivities of the day.
the great instituticu.
On Fiiday afternoon of this week theie
Tbe sale of the lots and the building of
will be a game of ball at the Park, which
will be a most laughable, side splitting the additional works will enable tbs Cooper
affair The fat men of the city will play Company to compete with any rival engine
against the lean men, and you may not works in the country and will result in the
only look for fun, but a good game of ball doubling of the force of men now utilized.
will be pat up. This is for the benefit of The benefits to come to Mt. Vernon can be
the Orphans' Home and the entire proceed! easily understood and appreciated if this
of tbe gate will be donated to this most should be accomplished, and It is entirely
worthy institution. Everybody should go; in the hands of the people of this city to
say whether this desirable end shall be at
admission 10 cents.
On Saturday tbe King avenue M. E tained.
By the tale of these lots, the city will not
church, of Columbus, will picnic at Lake
only be the beneficiary in a material and
Hiawalba Park.
Next Sunday the gates of Lake Hiawatha substantial way, but much Will be added to
Park will be free to the patrons of the street the beauty and attractiveness of the city,
cars, and admission will be charged only to and an nnfailing water supply will be se
those who walk out or go on bioycles or in cured for all time to come.
In tbe proposed additions, shown in
carriages.
green in the map, there are 251 lots that
are offered to tbs public. When the plane
TO HONOR THE DEAD.
are all completed, the streets opened and
Local Grand Army Societies Arrange drives built, the lots will not be excelled by
any in Mt. Vernon in point of desirability
Memorial Day Program.
and location. The Cooper Co. have fixed a
Memorial Day will be appropriately
scale of prices upon the lots, according to
observed in this city next Saturday. The
location, as follows: Nine comer lots, $275
procession will form on Monument 8quare
each; seventy-seven cornet lots,$260; twelve
at 12:45 and move promptly to Mound View
corner lots, $250; thiee corner lots, $235;
at one o’clock, in the following order:
three corner lots, $225; five corner
J. M. Ewalt, Marshal
corner lots. $185; nine inside lota, $265; one
Band.
inside lot, $260; ninety-six inside lots, $250;
Vance Cadets
Woman's Relief Corps.
twelve inside lots, $240; eleven inside lots,
Joe Hooker Poet
$225; thirteen inside lots, $175. The fair
Knights of Pythias
ness of this division is at once apparent, as
Other Societies
Citizens.
it classifies the lots according to tbeir rela
At the cemetery, the memorial ritual tive value.
service of tbe G. A. R. will be observed,
Now, as to the terms. To cash purchas
after which tbe graves will be strewn with ers a liberal discount will be allowed. To
flowers. Tbe procession will then form and time purchasers no interest will be charged,
march to Woodward Opera House, where and tbe payments will he made in four
tbe following program will be rendered:
parts as follows. One-third of the purchase
America....................................-..-Audience price, cash; one third of the balance, due
Prayer.............................. Rev. W. J. Turner January 1, 1897; one-third of the balance,
Music............................................... Quartette
Address........................ Rev. L. W. Mulhane due July 1,1897, and the remaining oneMusic...............................................Quartette third of the balance, due January 1,1898. It
Benediction.......................... Rev. J. C. Rose will thus be seen that the payments are
arranged upon a very easy basis.
Io the schedule quoted above the prices
Fredericktown Commencement.
asked for these lots are no higher, and in
Tbe commencement exercises of tbe many instances are lower, than lots have
Fredericktown schools occur Thursday sold for in the same vicinity, and there is
evening. May 28, in tbe M. E. church in no reason to doubt that within a few years
that place. There are bat two graduates. the lots will be worth double what is now
The program is as follows:
asked for them. As an example, take lots
Invocation......................... —.Rev. A. Torbet on West High street. It has only been a
Recitation- On the Other Train (By the
Depot Clock)...........Waid McCreary, ’97 few years ago that they sold for from $250
Oration—Men of Character.......................... to $350. Since the building of the water
.....................................Edwin E. Cassell works and the park improvement and tbe
Music.
Recitation—Doom of Claudius and Cynthia erection of additional houses, these same
.............................. E H. McKinney, ’97 lots are worth from $450 to $600. It seems
Oration—Old Wine in New Bottles............. reasonable, looking at the natural settle
...... -.......................... — Robert L. Auteu ment and building up of tbe city, aud io
Music.
Presentation of Diplomas.............................. view of the proposed improvement, which
............................... -Dr. W. W. Pennell will be beyond anything the city has here
Benediction....................... Rev. C. A. Cutler
Musical Director.......................... May Davis tofore enjoyed, that all of these lots, when
tbe improvements are completed, in the
course of a few years, will be worth from
Report of Water Works.
$400 to $500; and this will be conceded to he
The Trustees of the Water Works have a very conservative starement. Again, take
prepared tbeir fourteenth annual statement tbe lota in the opposite end of the city—on
of tbe receipts and disbursements for the East Gambier, East Chestnut, East Vine,
year ending April 30, 1896, from which the etc. They were sold at from $200 to $300.
That was not so long ago, and yet today
following figures are obtained:
they are worth $400 to $500.
BCCKIFTS.
Another important thing to consider is
Balance on hand May 1, 1895......... $1414 18
Receipts from water rent.................. $7407 58 that the Eastern part of the city, that is
all the desirable portion of it, is now about
Total ........................ w............. -$8821 76 all built up, and consequently the future
DISBURSEMKRTS.
will look towards the Western part of town.
Operating expenses.......................... $4302 67 It does not require much foresight to see
Construction...................................... 1842 4 8
Repairs-................................ w....... 1696 36 that it will not be very lung until the lots
Miscellaneous.................................... 297 40 now offered for sale will be greatly enhanced
in value, and the enlargement of the
Total .......................................... $8138 55 Cooper Works, with the doubling of its
working force, will very materially aid in
Fourth of July Committees
that direction.
The general committee on Fonrth of July
Another thing: Justlook at the natural
celebration, met in the Mayor's office Fri advantages of Park and Riverside additions
day evening and appointed the following —the ground is perfectly level aud dry; the
committees:
soil is rich and exceptionally good for gar
Music—E. W. Tulloss, Clyde L. Weaver* dening, and well adapted for lawns and the
C. T. Ensminger.
growth of trees; every lot can have a flow*
Printing—L. G. Hunt, Geo. Canning, C. B. ing well of absolutely pure water, and all
Lauderbaugh.
are of convenient distance from the center
Program and
entertainment—Walter of the city.
Thayer, Dan. Keefer, Geo. E- Canning, E
These lots will prove a safe investment to
W. Tulloss, L G. Hunt, G. A. Clough, Geo all purchasers, snd are bound to bring a
Woolison, J. M. Stjers.
large return to those who become possessed
Arrangements—L. G. Hunt, Dsn. Keefer, of them. To farmers who have a desire,
Geo. E. Canning, Walter Thayer, C. T. Ens either in the near or distant future, to retire
minger, E. W. Tullos, R. J. Ash.
from business and take up their residence

in Mt. Vernon, the opportunity is now offorded to procure a lot in what is destined
soon to become one of the most desirable
sections of the city.
The business men of Mt. Vernon have
taken hold of this matter with an enthusi
asm that betokens its immediate success.
This evening a committee will be appointed.
This committee will immediately start in on
the work of calling on our citizens and so
liciting them to subscribe for one, or
more, lots, and from the enthusiastic
interest taken in the matter by our
citizens, there is little doubt that the sale of
all the lots will be accomplished before
another two weeks toll around. When the
committee calls on you, be ready to take a
lot, and thus facilitate their work. If you
are not called on soon enough to suit you in
your wish to get a lot in some particular
class, don’t wait on the committee. Go
after one of them yourtelf, and get your
name down tor what you want.
Now that the ball has been so well started
rolling, don’t let it slop—“push it along; it
is a good thing.”
If the people will do their duty in the
matter right now, the sale of the lots will be
accomplished easily wiihiu two weeks; and
before the frost comes again the enlarge
ment of the Cooper Works will be com
pleted, and an era of prosperity will be in
augurated for Mt. Vernon, such as the city
has never before enjoyed.
The opportunity it here!
DON'T LET THE MATTER FAIL BE
CAUSE YOU NEGLECTED TO DO YOUR
DUTY»
VITAL STATISTICS
Of Knox County For the Fiscal Year
.. > - • Ending March

Below is a list of the births and deaths
which have occurred within Knox county,
during the past year as shown by" the Assessora' returns, on file in the Probate
Court:
Births.
Deaths.
M
Berlin ........................... .. 14
Butler............................ .. 9
5
9
Brown........................... .. 18
9
College........................... .. 15
7
Clinton......................... ... 20
8
Clay............................... .. 14
3
Harrison........................ .. 6
5
Howard........................ .. 3
Hilliar........................... .. 30
28
14
Jackson......................... .. 17
6
Jefferson........................ .. 23
6
Liberty ......................... .. 17
6
Monroe......................... .. 14
8
Milford........................ - 13
6
Miller............................. .. 14
7
Morris .............. .
.. 16
6
Middlebury.......... ....... ... 18
3
Morgan.......................... .. 16
9
Pike.......................... . .. 23
6
Pleasant ........................ .. 11
24
Union ........................... .. 38
8
Wayne........................... .. 9
14
1st Ward........................ .. 28
1
2d “ ...................... .. 7
11
3d “ ....................... .. 26
6
4th “ ........................ .. 17
4
bth M ........................ .. 15
10
6th “ ........................ .. 31
Total...................... ..482
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THE SILENT MAJORITY.
CLARK K. CBAIO,

Aged 70 years, a prominent farmer of Mon
roe township died at his home May 20. of
the complications due to advanced age. He
was a veteran of the late war,having served
with honor in Co. F., 142d O. V. I. Mr.
Craig was a man highly esteemed in the
community where he resided. The funeral
services were held Friday morning at the
home, under the auspices of Joe Hooker
Post, of which he was a member. Inter
ment was made in Ebenezer cemetery, Rev.
F. H. Huntsberger, of Democracy, officiat
ing.

IHE PUMPING PLANT
Of the City Works In Good Condi
tion, Says Sup’t Koona.

Recommends That Gross in Park Be
Plowed and Replanted—Water
Supply Stronger Thau Ever.

Col. W. Koons, Superintendent of the
water works, has prepared his fourteenth
annual report to tbe water works trustees,
which is given below. It contains many
suggestions that would prove beneficial to
our pretent system, if adopted:
Office or Mr. Vebson Water Wobks.
May 1, 1896.
To tbe Honorable Trustees of the Mt. Ver
non Water Works.
Gentlemen—I beg leave to submit to your
honorable body for your consideration my
fourteenth annual report for the vear end
ing Ap'il30, 1896.
PUMPING PLANT.

I will first call your attention to the
pumping plant. The pumping engines,
both the old Worthington and the new Mc
Gowan, are in the best possible conditionI have just completed two sets of plungers
and rings for the Worthington pump, mak
ing it just as good as new at the water end.
The new 2,000,000 gallon McGowan engine,
I must say, is a fine piece of work and it
does its work with ease and witbont a jar
or thump. I think it will he a very easy ma
chine to keep in repair, as every wearing
art can be taken up as it wears
THE WATER SUPPLY.

The arttsian wells are flowing stronger
this spring than a year ago and I hope we
will not be compelled to put down more
wells this year. I would recommend tbe
filling up of the large well to within seven
feet of the surface of the grouud and con
crete and plaster it; put in a twelve inch
pipe to the creek bank, aud then we can
wash out the well without running the
sediment through the pumps and into the
force maiDs. I hope you will give this
your attention, as I think it is very impor
tant to keep this sedimeut from going
through tbe pumps and keep it out of the
small service lines.
THE PARK.

The grass in the park is in bad shape ss
the weeds have gotten the better of it and
crowded the grass out, and after talking
with parties that are posted in the business
of parks and lawns, I would recommend
that it he plowed up and re seeded.
TIIK PIPE LINES-

The pipe lines are in good order consider
ing the fourteen years of service. The
wrought iron pipe has lasted two years
longer than the average life of that class of
pipe and we are having some trouble with
these liues.
THE STAND PIPE.

The stand pipe will have a coat of Dixon
paint next week. We will wash the pipe
and give it a good scraping out before paint
ing.
THE PUMPING SERVICE.

The pumping engines have been working
a total of 6,334 hours, an average of abont 174
hours per day, pumping 254,292,181 gallons,
an average of 696,690 gallons per day. This
is a good showing for tbe Worthington
pumps. The coal consumed the past year
was 1,374 tons, an average of about 31 tons
per day, at a total cost of $1,787 50.
CONSTRUCTION.

The construction account is large the
>ast year on account of having so many
ong lines to lay to reach consumers. Tbe
service lines pat In to the curb were 49, an
average of 24 feet front the main to the
curb, at a cost of $515. We have laid
wrought iron pipe on tbe following streets:
Wooster avenue, 50 feet of li inch; Belmont
avenue, 54 feet of II inch; West High
street, 55 feet of 2 inch; Coshocton avenue.
270 feet of U inch; West Gambier street, 135
feet of li inch: East Chestnut street, 500
feet of 2 inch; East Burgess street, 335 feet
of U inch; North Catharine street, 50 feet
of 1| inch; Gorman street, 350 feet of 2 inch:
East Front street, 793 feet of 2 inch; E»st
Hamtramick street, 175 feet of 2 inch; East
Front street, 120 feet of 2 inch; West High
street, 50 feet of 2 inch; East Hamtramick
street, 75 feet of 2 inch; total street lines,
3,162 feet; total street and service lines,
4.337 feet; total cost, $437 86.
In closing this report, I again have the
pleasure of thanking you for your kind
ness and attention. I wish to thank the
City Council and all city officials in their
endeavor to advance the interests of tbe
water works.
Respectfully submitted.
C. W. Koons.
Superintendent-

f

Daughters of the King.

The installation of The Daughters of the
King took place at St. Paul's church Sunday
evening. The service is an impressive and
very beautiful one and tbe badge was pre
sented by the rector to each member. This
is distinctively an Episcopal society and
the mottos are “Magnanimiter CrucemSustine,” and “For His Sake." The following
young ladies are the charter members: Mrs.
Fanny Devin, Miss Mineola Hunt, Miss
Winne, MissEllis, Miss Ella Grant, Miss
Sara Cooper, Miss Fisher, Miss Saidee
Stevens, Miss Addie Arnold, Miss Ella
Delano, Miss Jessie Back, Miss Winne
Baldwin, Miss Mabel Phillips, Miss Carrie
Jones, Miss Nannie Miller, and Miss Alice
Rawlinson.

basin at the foot of Main street was brofcen.
Mr. Mayers suggested that they nse iron
catch basins, which can be delivered in the
city at a cost not to exceed $5 50. Tbe
matter was referred to the sewer commit
Against Officer Laiider- tee.
III Session at Court House
baugli by John O. Kelly.
Tuesday.
Mr McFeely offered a motion ordering
that tbe gutter on tbe north side of Chest
nut, at Park street, be cobbled. Carried.
Poll Tax Question Comes Mr. Bogardus offered a resolution author Lyman Cliapiu Aequitted
izing the construction of the engine house
lip For Airing.
of llurglary.
sewer, which was adopted. Council then
adjourned for one week.
Lewis Snow Pleads tiuilty to Grand
Reports of the Public Library and
Larceny—Mrs. Hetty Hildreth Files
FATS AND LEANS
Board of Health Received and
Suit
for Divorce—Items Taken From
Filed—Engine House Sewer to be
To Cross Bals at the Park Friday
the
Common
Pleas Journal—Deeds
Built—Tax Levy Made for 1M»6Afternoon.
Recorded—Cupid’s Victims.
Bill for Legal Services Presented.
The base hall spirit has certainly awaken
ed to a remarkable degree in this city. Not
The Criminal Court was occupied all day
Although the City Council was in session content with having one of the best ama Tuesday in hearing the case against Lyman
but an'honr Monday evening, they did con teur teams tbe city has ever bad, arrange Chapin, indicted with bis brother, Ellis
siderable business. The finance committee ments have been made to pull off a game Chapin, and Howard Dorsey, for burglary,
reported the tax levy for the ensuing year, between the tat and lean men of the city, for breaking into 8cott’s store at Gambier,
which is given in full in the proceedings the event to occur F riday afternoon, and June 27, 1895. The jury brought in a
below. Charges were preferred against the proceeds to go to tbe Children’s Home. verdict of acqaittal about five o’clock in
Officer Lauderbaagh for malfeasance of The game will be a laughable affair, but the evening. Dorsey is serving a term io
official duty, for the part he took iu aiding nevertheless promises to abound in some the penitentiary for the crime, and Ellis
Mrs. Ruth Borden in recovering her son good plays. Most of the players are old Chapin broke jail and has never been ap
Charley New, whom, she alleged, had been time stars, who once shone with fervid prehended. Lewis Snow, the sixteen year
kidnapped by bis father. Tbe sewer con brilliancy in the base ball constellation. If old lad indicated for grand larceny, pleaded
necting the Third ward engine bouse will be they succeed iu evading tbeir “Charley guilty, and was remanded hack to jail to
constructed, as action of Council so in horses" and don't crack the glass in tbeir await sentence.
arms, you may look for something sensa
dicated.
CMPLAINS OF CRUELTY.
tional.
THE OFFICIAL ROUTINE.
Mrs. Hetty Hildreth on Monday brought
The “fat’uns" will line up as follows:
Council was called to order with Presi
suit against Frank Hildreth, ber husband,
dent Bogardus in the chair. Clerk Chase Walter Thayer, p; Will Weaver, c; George
asking for divorce She alleges in Her peti
Woolison,
2b;
Bart
Critchfield,
3b,
Frank
read tne minutes of tbe previous meetings,
tion that they were married April 30, 18?4<
which after a little explanation, were adopt Kent, If; Ed Hamilton, ss; George Thayer,
and that one child, Frederick William
ed as read. The Mayor reported $7 collected lb; Waller Creveling, cf; Charles lams, rf.
Judge Irvine will manage tbe team, and Hildreth, was born of such union. Further
in fines and license.
she claims that she has always been an
Col. Dettra and Al. Beach will coach.
chritchfield's bill.
The lean men will bat in the following obedient and faithful wife, but that the de
The City Solicitor presented the bill of J.
fendant has been guilty of crnelty by
D. Critchfield. for $200 for legal services order: Guy Wright, ss; Robert Greer, lb. threatening and attempting to kill her with
Doc
Black,
If;
John
Bennett,
3b;
Al.
Fink,
rendered the city in the case of Joseph
a razor, on May 20,and at divers times prior
Stauffer et al., against the city, iu the Com 2b; Charles Mitchell, rf; Ed. Ensminger, cf; to that date. She asks that she be given
John
Sapp,
c;
Charles
Jordan,
p.
Willard
mou Pleas and Circuit Courts; and $300 for
divorce, cus'ody cf the child and reasonable
services rendered in the case of Samuel H. Armstrong and Guy Forbing, substitutes; alimony. She also asks that a temporary
Fredericks,
coach;
Judge
Koons,
Tom
Israel against the city, in the Common
injunction issue restraining the C. it G.
Pleas, Circuit aud Supreme Courts, making peacemaker; James Lee, umpire.
Cooper Co. from paying defendant any
Perhaps
the
heaviest
hitter
for
the
fat
a total of $500. On motion of Mr. Collins,
money due him.
men
is
Wcolieon,
who
tilts
the
beam
at
255.
the bill was referred to tbe finance com
Guy Wright isex|*ected to carry off similar
mittee.
' . *.x
NEW CASES.
honors for the lean men- Tbe longest bat
8TBEET SPRINKLING.
George Brown has brought suit against
ter
in
either
team
is
Jordan.
The Clerk read Ihe following petition
David F. and John D. Ewing, to recover
The coaching will not be the least inter
which had been signed by practically all
$150 alleged to be due him.
the business men on Main street and Monu esting feature of the game. Col. Dettra will
Scott Rightmire ap|*ealed on action from
be there with his “hundred dollar law suit"
ment Sijuare.
the dockett of J. A. Barker, a Justice of the
and
a
pair
of
ice
hooks.
The
Colonel
has
a
We tbe undersigned citizens and business
Peace for Clinton township, wherein E. and
men of said city hereby earnestly request great “spiel.” You should hear it.
A- B. Rightmire obtained a judgment
your honorable body to* pass a resolution
The “fats" will do well to keep their eye for $180, on May 2.
authorizing and directing that the Public on Black, of the “leans." He pilfers bases
Square, and the Intersections of the streets
Tbos. D- Coe has brought foreclosure pro
from Chestuut street on the North to the with utter impunity. At one time be ceedings against Henry Myers and Orlena
Viaduct on the South be sprinkled as they served sixty days in the pie house with a
have been in tbe three years past. As by muzzle on for stealing bases while a mem Myers, his wife. He seeks to foreclose
mortgage and obtain personal judgment for
your recent resolution discontinuing the
sprinkling of our Public Square and said ber of the mule team in the Choptank league. $316 89.
intersections of Main street, the duet and
dirt has become very disagreeable and an
Commencement at Sparta.
noying, and by reason of tbe failure to
COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNAL.
The
Sparta High school will hold its an
sprinkle said Square and street intersections
Jack Steffey against R. D. Horn; judg
many of the business houses and goods nual commencement in the M. E church io
contained therein are much injured by tbe that village next Saturday. The following ment rendered for plaintiff for $35
The ctse of Virgie Harris against the
dirt and dust from said streets, and we
earnestly request your Honorable Body to program will he observed:
Colombia Insurance Co. has been dis
take such action in the premises as shall Music—The Lord is My Sbepherd..8chvbert missed.
Smith Sisters.
fully protect our rights and interests.
Wilmot 8perry against Samuel H. Israel;
On motion of Mr. Meyers, the petition Invocation................. Rev. O- M. Ashbaugh
Music—Mammy’s Lullaby......... Hendricks leave given plaintiff to file substituted pe
was laid on the table until the next meet
Smith Sisters
tition.
ingOration—The Crank..... Grace Ellen Wetzel
Margaret J- Cay against Edward G.
Oration—The Philosophy of Conflict...........
CHABGES AGAINST LAUDERBAUGH.
............................... Clara Mildred Tims Warman; Sheriff's sale confirmed .and pro
A little sensation was sprung at thia Oration
—Life............. Cora Estella Thomas
point when the.Clerk read tbe following Music—Original Medley......... Smith Sisters ceeds distributed. After paying taxes and
communication, preferring charges against Oration—The Power of Literature............... coats tbe remainder, $2,31208, was given
...... -..................... Mary Louise 8prague plaintiff.
Officer Lauderbaugh:
Oration—The Power of Money.....................
Andrew C. Briggle against Joseph M.
To the City Council of Mt- Vernon, Knox
............................. Ralph Homer Allison Trowbridge: demurrer of defendant over
county, Ohio:
—A Perfect Woman, Nobly Planned
Gentlemen—As a citizen of Mt. Vernon, Oration
.............................. Gertrude M. Wetzel ruled and leave given to reply.
I desire to prefer charges against Charles Music
Knox National Bank against August
—Robin Adair............................ Buck
Lauderbaugh, at present, and who was on
Misses Emms, Jeanette, Olive and
Gessling, et al.; judgment confessed for $277,
the 5th day of May, 1896, a member of the
Grace Smith.
the full amount of entry.
police force of said city, for conduct unbe
coming an officer, in this:
Jacob Ross, executor, against Jacob Rog
That on said 5th day of May there was in
ers,
et al.; judgment rendered tor plaintiff
my charge and custody a child, Charles F.
for $167.66.
New, who had beeu so placed with me by
his father, James New.
In the damage suit of Albert Coleman
Said Charles lauderbaugh came to my Will Occur During Week Com against Steven Hood, tbe jury rendered a
residence on the evening of said day, about
mencing June 14.
judgment for plaintiff for $75.
tbe hour of 8 p. m , and falsely represen'ed
Rachel Frazier against Wm. Workman;
that he had an order from J. B. Weight,
Judge of the Court of Common Pleas of
judgment rendered for plaintiff for $350
Excellent
Outlook
For
the
Future
said county and State, and from L. G.Hunt,
Benjamin F. Kunkle against Wm. R.
Mayor of said city, directing him to take
of This Institution—Cinder Run
Hogue; judgment given the plaintiff for
said child from my charge and custody;
ning Track Completed.
$561.09.
and in pursuance oft said demand said
child was given to said officer, when in (act
Sarah J. Fronce against Catharine War
said Lauderbaugh had neither a verbal or
man, et al.; suit brought in equity and title
written order from either said J- B. Weight,
Commencement week at Kenyon is draw
Judge, as aforesaid, or L G. Hunt, Mayor, ing near and as a result the little college of Sarah J. Fronce confirmed to 60 acres in
as aforesaid, and acted entirely without town of Gambier is fairly bustling with Pike township.
authority in tbe premises, and in contra
vention of the laws of the Stale of Ohio, activity. This is due in a great measure to
MARRIAGE LICENSE8.
tow it: 8eclion 6910 and 6913 of the revised the new life that has been infused into the
E. J*. Ganertafelder and Berna Duihin.
statutes of said State.
student body recently, and the general
Frederick S. Bunn and Frances WI respectfully call your attention to the
misconduct of said officer, and request an awakening all along the line. Next year Bryan.
promisee to be one most prosperous in the
investigation of the same.
John G. Kellv.
DEEDS RECORDED.
history of the institution in recent years.
On motion of Mr. Larimore, the com A number of applications have already
Calista Hadley to Mary E. Beach, onemunication was referred to the Police Com been received for admission to the freshman fifth acre in Centerburg, $15.
mittee. Mr. Meyers arose and suggested class. The progressive spirit of President
Nancy Beach to Hyatt L. Mess more, lots
that the committee summon witnesses for Peirce is beginning to be felt and augnrs 68 and 69 in Centerburg, $1.
both sides, but was informed by the Chair well for the future Kenyon.
Joseph L. Baldwin, extr., to Edwin J
that the committee would give the matter
Commencement week will begin on Sun Campbell, 30.6 acres in Morgan, $950.
an impartial hearing.
B. W. DeWitt, extr., to Sarah J. Bur
day, June 14, when tbe following events
SPECIAL COMMITTEE REPORT.
gess, one fifth acre in Berlin, $85.
will be observed as indicated:
Messrs. Coe, McFeely and West, a special
Columbus W. Smith to Will H. SlraDg,
SUNDAY, JUNE 14"
10.30 a. m.—Sermon to senior class by lot 28 in Fredericktown, $425.
committee to whom was referred the matter
of sewerage for the Third Ward engine Rev. Dr. C. Fischer.
Charles McKee to Christina McKee, 100
7 p. m.—Baccalaureate sermon by Rev.
house, reported in writing, recommending Dr. Maxwell, of Pittsburg.
acres in Harrison, $4,000.
that the sewer be built, beginning far
J. 8. Sutton, extr., to Wm. B. Pelter, 100
MONDAY, JUNE 15.
9 a. m.—College field day.
enough north on Gay street to accommo
acres in Hilliar, $3 200.
2 p. m.—Baseball game and band concert.
date the M. E. church. On motion of Mr.
Jane Williams to M. C. Cummins, 1461
8 p. m.—Promenade concert.
Larimore tbe report was tabled.
poles in Jackson, $475.
TUESDAY, JUNE 16.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
9 a. m.—Tennis tournament.
Allen E. Barnes to Cassius C. Barnes, 100
2p m.—Band concert.
The following report of the Finance
acres in Hilliar. $1,700.
4 p. m.—Harcourt commencement.
Committee was then read by the Clerk:
Margaret Gillman to M H. Clawson, 5
8 p. ni.- Sophomore hopFinance Committee beg to offer the fol
acres in Morris, $2,500.
WEDNE8DAY, JUNE 17.
lowing report relative to levy for 1896 for
9 a. m.—Phi Beta Kappa meeting.
Thomas Berry to James Berry, undivided
your consideration and approval as follows:
10 a. m.—Bexley commencement.
one half of 2131 acres in Howard, $2,700.
1895.
1896.
2 p. m.—Claas-day exercises.
Thomas Frasher to L. D. Frasher, et al.,
General fund...... i mill.
1 2-8 mill.
3 p. m- —Alumni meeting. ,
Police fund........ £
6-8
8 p. m.—Theatricals, "The Head of the 40 acres in Jefferson, $1,000.
Fire fund.............I i
1 g
family.”
Thomas Y. McCray, assignee, to Jtsse
Public Library.... ?
g
11 p. m.—Fraternity banquets.
Turney, 290 acres in Liberty, $5,075.
Sanitary............... 2-8
2-8
THURSDAY, JUNE 18.
8treet.................. g
Charles Silliman to Stewart Silliman, land
g
10 a. m.—Kenyon commencement.
Sewer.............
A
0
8 p. m.—Senior reception.
in Morris, $500.
Public Square...... 4
0
11 has been decided by tbe trustees to
E. F. Shelley toS.C. Priest, land in Jeffer
Condemnation.... A
2-8
reduce the running expenses of the college son, $4,000.
Street Paving.... 6-8
6-8
Deficiency......... .. g
next year by combining several depart
I
Julius Garahty to Margaret Sebastian, 40
Light..................3
3
ments thereby ditpeosiDg with the services acres in Pleasant, $1,200.
Special—
of Prof. Devol and Rev. Denelow- Prof.
Moses Humbert to Elizabeth Burch. 1
Water works sink
Devol’s work will he done by Prof. Sterling acre in Jackson,$125.
ing ana interest
fund.................. 2 3
2 g
and Rev. Denslow's work will he done by
Natural Gas sink
Prof. Streibert and Rev. Jones.
ing and interest
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
The new cinder running track was fin
fund.................. i
J
ished
last
week.
With
the
help
of
a
few
Water works im
Corrected weekly by the North-West
provement. ex
more good rains and constant rolling both ern Elevator A Mill Co.
tension and in
the track and the field will be in excellent Wheat................................................
CO
terest fund........
g
condition. The dark belt surrounding the Corn...................................................
Respectfully submitted,
30
field enhances its beauty.
F. C- Larimore,
Oats............................................... —
20
J. H. Ransom,
President Theodore Sterling, President Taylor’sDiadem Flour.................. $1.15
A. 8tepiien8.
elect William F. Peirce, Professors Hoses
“
Best Flour........................ 1.05
Committee.
paidfor wheat; millfeed always
On motion of Mr. McFeely, the report Jones and Jacob Streibert left Gambier last orCash
sale.
week to attend the Diocesan convention of
was laid on the table for one week.
the Protestant Episcopal church of northern
poll tax troubles.
LOCAL NOTICES.
Mr. West arose and moved to reconsider Ohio at Sandusky.
Rev. William B. Bcdine, rector of the
the vote on the resolution requiring the
performance of two days’ labor on the Church of the Savior, Philadelphia, and
Room moulding to match all colors in
streets. The motion was declared out of formerly president of Kenyon, spent a few Wall Paper at Frank L. Beam’s.
order, whereupon Mr. West offered the days in Gambier last week as the guest of
the Rev. Dr. Jones.
Insectolene Powder is guaranteed to
following resolution:
Tbe second informal dance in Rosse hall destroy Roaches, Bed Bugs, Water Bugs,
“Be it resolved by the City Council, of
the city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, that a resolu was held Saturday and was, if possible, Moths and Vermin of all kinds. Sold
tion passed by ths said City Council afore even a more pleasant one than the first giv by Warner W. Miller.
said, on the 4th day of May, A D.. 1896, en two weeks ago.
eutitled 'A resolution to provide for tbe
During commencement week the Dra
Porch Shades at Frank L. Beam’s.
performance of labor on the streets in com
pliance with House Bill, No. 415, passed by matic clab proposes to play the sparkling
the GenerslAssembly of Ohio, April 16tb. little comedy, "The Head of the Family,"
Davis’ O. K. Baking Powder, every
1896,’ be and the same is hereby repealed.*’ given by them with such success two years
can warranted to give entire satisfaction
It was read the first time and a motion to ago. Much o fthe former talent is still in or money refunded. Trade supplied at
suspend the rules and read it the second college and the new promises to equal, if wholesale prices by Warner Miller.
not excel, the old.
time was lost-

CHARGES PREFERRED

CRIMIN1L COURT

KENYON COMMENCEMENT

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION LABOR.

Captain Blondell.

Mr. Welsh offered a resolution, declaring
Captain L. D- Blondell, the champion
it to be the sense of the City Council that
the Board of Equalization he required to long distance ocean swimmer and noted
work eight hours per day. The resolution life saver, arrived in Columbus Saturday
afternoon having made a railroad jump of
was adopted.
900 miles from the Atlantic coast where he
PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT.
John M. Ewalt, treasurer of the Mt. Ver has been spending ths winter months. His
non Public Library, submitted a report northern tour will open at Lake Hiawatha
showing the funds received to he $1,241.08 Park, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, June 15 and 16.
and the expenses $1,022.09, leaving a bal He had completed all arrangements to open
ance of $218.98. However, there is a bill for an early season at Wilmington, Raleigh,
$97 and thernnniog expenses of the library and Charlotte, North Carolina, bat canceled
until August 15 to he paid out of this small the same. While down on the ooast he had
balance. On motion of Mr. Ransom, the a very flattering offer to go to Cuba in the
report was received and filed.
interests of the Cuban patriots for dynamite
BOARD OF HEALTH REPORT.
and torpedo work. He said the offer was a
Frank Tudor, secretary of the Board of very tempting one, but previous contracts
Health, filed a written report of the work of already made at the prominent lake resorts
that body for year ending March 16, 1896, north and west caused him to decline. The
showing a total expenditure of $588.35. Captain will remain in tbe city for two
Council was asked to make s]*ecial ar weeks. He may be seen at one of the resorts
rangements for the payment of outstanding close by in the near future. Arrangements
debts amonnting to $363.33, and to make a are now pending- Blondell is a great favor
levy allowing the Board $600 for running ite In Columbus.—Columbus Dispatch.
expenses during 1896. On motion of Mr.
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
Collins, the report was referred to a revisory
committee, consisling of Mayor Hunt, So
Following is tbe list of unclaimed mail
licitor Thompson and President Bogardus. matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon PostMISCELLANEOUS.
office foi the week ending last Monday :
Mr. Larimore, for the street committee,
Theodore Basset, Miss Catherine Hildreth.
reported that they were experiencing the Ella Johnson, Rev. J. Kolb, .76. Metzgar,
Eaton
B. Mcarthy, Miss Emily Mulford.
old trouble of inundations at the foot of
John R-Phillips. James Raley, Ida Rush,
Mulberry street.
Chas. Snkens, Mrs. Violo Snith.
Mr Coe stated that the stone on ths catch
Chas. E. Critchfield, P. M.

MID-SUMMER EXCURSIONS.
Excellent Rates Offered Travelers by
B. & O. and C., A. A C. Ry’s.

For the Republican National Convention,
St. Louis, Mo., June 16,the C..A-AC. will sell
excursion tickets to St. Louis and return at
rate of one fare for the round trip. Tickets
on sale June 12, 13, 14 and 15, good going
only on date of sale aud good returning
June 21, inclusive. For time of trains and
full information apply to Geo. A. Cheyney,
ticket agent, Mt. Vernon.
For the National Convention Prohibition
Party to be held at Pittsburgh, Pa., the C.
A. AC. railway company will sell excur
sion tickets to Pittsburg and return on May
24, 25 and 26, at rate of one fare for the
round trip. Tickets good going only date
of sale and good returning up to and in
cluding May 30th
On Juue 1 and 2 the Baltimore A Ohio
railroad will sell excursion tickets to Col.
umbus, Ohio, at rate of one fare for tbe
round trip account Sunday School Associa
tion of Ohio. Tickets will be good for
return until June5, 1896.
On June 1 and 2 the Baltimore A Ohio
railway will sell excursion tickets to Terre
Haute, Ind., at rate of one fare for the
round trip, account Travelers Protective
Association of America. Tickets will be
good for return until June 7, 1896.
On June 6, 7 and 8 tbe Baltimore A Ohio
railway will sell excursion tickets to Pitts
burg, Pa., at rate of one fare for the round
trip account Central Board, North Ameri
can Saengerbund. Tickets will be good for
return until June 13, 1896.
Realizing that a very small percentage of
the people at large have ever witnessed a
railway collision and believiDg that such an
exhibition would prove, most Interesting
to the masses, the mansi;ement of the C. HV. A R’y .company have completed arrange
ments with Mr. A. L. Streeter, for such a
demonstration, as the opening attraction of
their famous pleasure resort Buckeye Park
Saturday May 30th, 1896. A track one
mile in length will be laid for the purpose,
immediately fronting the park, the eleva
tion of tbe latter being such as to enable from
twenty to forty thousand people to obtain a
perfect view of the run from start to finish
and at the same time be amply protected
from any possibility of danger. The
engines which have been selected for the
attraction have reached tbe stage where it
would cost more to keep them in first class
running order than to build new ones. On
May 30th at 3 p. m , they will each have
attached three coal cars and a caboose and
at a given signal will start on tbeir journey
to destruction under a pressure of or.e
hundred and twenty pounds of steam
Without doubt this will he by far tbe m ost
realistic and expensive attraction ever pre
sented for tbe edification of tbe American
people and will be well worth a trip of a
thousand miles to witness. Excursion
tickets will be sold from all points on the
C., A. AC. railway, and from Columbus
trains will run on an hourly schedule be
tween that jioint and the park through the
day.
For the Central Board North American
Saengerbund, the O., A. A C. will sell ex
cursion tickets to Pittsburg, Pa., and return
at rate of one fare for tbe round trip. Tick’
els on sale June 6, 7, and 8, good going only
on date of sale and good returning until
June 13, inclusive.
For the opening of Buckeye Park, Satur
day, May 30, the C-, A. A C. R’y. Co. will
sell excursion tickets for train No. 8. (due
to leave Mt. Vernon at 6:30 a-m.) at the
extremely low rate of $1.75 for the round
trip including admission to the Park.
Tickets good retnrningon all regular trains
of the above date- Do not fail to take ad
vantage of this rate and visit thia beautiful
picnic and pleasure resort and witntss a
genuine railway collision between two 40ton locomotives, each hauling a train of
cars and coming together at a speed of 60
miles an hour. For further information
inquire of George A- Cheyney, ticket agent
On June 8, 9. 22 snd 23, July 6, 7, 20 snd
21, the C., A- A C. R’y. Co- will sell Homeseekers’ excursion tickets to points in the
south and west at rate of one fare plus $2,
for tbe round trip. For full information
apply to George A. Cheyney, Ticket Agent,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
On Sunday, May 31, the C., A- A C. R’y*
Co. will run the first Sunday excursion to
Columbus this season. Special train will
leave Mt. Vernoa at 9:02 a. m ; returning
special train will leave Columbus at 6:30 p.
m. Tickets also good returning on train
No. 27. leaving Columbus at midnight, earne
day. Everybody should take advantage of
the extremely low rate. One dollar for the
roundtrip. Bose hall game at 3 p.ra.,
Columbus vs. Milwaukee.
Teachers’ Certificates.

“STiND FROM UNDER,
I’®e Goln’ I’p Ydnder, Yon
der in the fekies.*9
“Pref’’Malt Hurley Makes
Hiw FirMt Ascension.
Owing to An Accident, the Parachute

Was Broken From the Trapeze and
the Leap Could Not lie Made—De

scended in Safety With the
loon.

Bal

“Prof." Matt Hurley, the “only colored
aeronaut in the world,” made his initial
ascension at the Perk, Tuesday evening.
Matt is a loc.il character who has long and
often tried to shine in sawdust circles, but
with uncertain success. When Miss Sadie
Leroy proposed a benefit hallxin ascension
for her sister, Matt saw another opportuni
ty, and immediately besieged the manage
ment to allow him to make the ascension.
His request was finally granted and the
event widely advertised.
8everal thousand people went out to tbe
Park Tuesday evening to see the fun.
About seven o’clock, the balloon went up.
As it started, one of tbe attendants accident
ally stepped on a rope bieaking the cord
that held the lower end of the parachute to
the balloon. As the balloon ascended, Miss
Victoria LeRoy, perceiving the danger of
tbe areonaut, shouted to him to stay with
the balloon. Up he rose until he looked
like a small spot in the heavens. Then tbe
balloon began to Beltle, the parachute flut
tered, and the crowd knew that the descent
was begun. Several times the big thing
toppled slightly, but did not overturn. It
descended slowly, settling in a field about a
mile north-east of the Park. When the
crowd saw that the balloonist was in imminentdanger of being dashed to death, they
started on a run for the place where the
descent was made. However, Hurley es
caped uninjured and was picked up by a
carriage and brought back to the Park,
where he made a speech and took up a
collection.
Manager Chase has arranged for a balloon
race next Tuesday evening, between “Prof."
Harley and Miss Sadie I^eRoy, the event to
taka place st seven o’clock. An admission
fee of 10 cents will be chargel.
A BALLOON RACE.
A Wonderful and Astonishing Spec
tacle at the Park.

If any pleasure irrort in this country ex
pects to ovei take Lake Hiawatha Park in
popularity it will hare to get up and hustle,
snd it seeius that Manager Chase has a
faculty of providing for our people novel
and unheard of features of entertainment,
that take the people by storm. We are
familiar with horse races, bicycle races, foot
races, Ac,, but not a person in this country
ever heaid ofa balloon race until now, when
there is advertised to be a sure go on next
Tuesday at the Park this thrilling astonish
ing and wonderfnl event. The two contest
ants will be Miss Sadie LeRoy, sister of the
injured aeronaut, and Prof. Matt Hurley,the
winner to tecelve a beautiful and costly
gold medal.
Just think of it, two balloons racing in
their ascent and two parachutes racing in
the descent. There will be other features on
the program, such as a “slide for life.” AcAc., all new aud never before witnessed,
which will fill up a program continuing all
the afternoon and evening.
In event of rain or a bad day, the pro
gram will be given Wednesday instead of
Tuesday, and checks good lor Wednesday
will be issued to those in attendance on
Tuesday; »o go Tuesday and be sure of the
biggest day's attractions ever seen.

at

Special sale Dinner Wa^J
Frank L. Beam s.

Money.
If you nave money to invest I can
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
county real estate, not only as safe as
Government bonds, but at double tbeir
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.

If your eyes need atten
tion, do not neglect them,
but consult F. A. Clough,
Optician, and have- them
properly fitted with perfect
fitting Spectacles or Eye
Glasses.

There were twenty-four applicants for cer
tificates at tbe last county examination
held in thia city,of whom the following were
successful: Two years—F. M. Hathaway,
Levering; for one year—C. R. Babbs, Bangs’
J. H. Dull, Bladensburg; Fred Freese
Do you use Salt? and if you do, buy
Martinsburg; George E. Purdy, Pipeaville- the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar
H. C. Whitney, Milwood; Main* E. Adams, rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
Utica; Daisy Eagle, Fredericktown; Ella
Kunkle, Engene; Orrie McKee, Martisburg;
Lyda A. White, Mt. Vernon.
LOCAL NOTICE8.

Just Received

25 Baby Carriages at Frank L. Beam’s.
Best assortment and lowest prices in the
city.

All the new colors in window shades.
New lace decorations. Wall shades,
all sizes and at the lowest prices. You
will save money by buying these at
ARNOLD’S. Alsd all kinds curtain
poles, sash rods, Ac.
New Decorated Dinner Sett, 100
pieces, at Frank L. Beam’s. Do not
buy dishes or house furnishing goods
until you look through this stock.

When asked if he would
like a glass of Soda, the boy
replied,

“ This would be, indeed, a
treat, dear father.”
Kind father, polite boy.
Remember the place,

Harry M.Green’s
Drug Store.

Corena Yeast—Something New I

A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con
vinced. Sold by
Warner W. Miller.
Nothing equals Chappelear's Bronchini for cough, croup, Bronchitis,whoop
ing cough Au.

CIIERRY RIPE,
CLARET PHOSPHATE,
LEMON PHOSPHATE.

Ice Cream Soda and ev
erything to make you cool
LOST—Greek Cross badge of the and cheerful.

Daughters of the King, having the
motto of the order and the letter F. II.
S. thereon. Finder please leave at
Curtis A Stevens insurance office.
Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
and beautiful new styles in Wall Paper
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever and
at lower prices than ever. AU old stock
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
and see how pretty and how cheap.

Children are

Important

Customers in our estimation.

When they are sent to us on a
trading errand, wc always re

Japanese mattings are one ot the
nicest things of the age. Not like the
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
beautiful aud more durable. You can
see the finest line of these goods at
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at’ prices
from 10 cents to GO cents per yard.
Stop and see them.

member that they are not dis

criminating buyers, and we
take special pains to see that
they get what both you and
they want. Then we always

Bird Cages at Frank L. Beam's.

The best selections of Wall Paper in
Central Ohio at Frank L. Beam's.
The best Tea and Coffee in the city Window .Shades and ready mixed Paint
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s to match Wall Paper.
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea
at 25c per pound and be convinced.

We are displaying the
Hammocks and Porch Shades at largest line of seasonable
Frank L. Beam’s.
novelties in Belts, Shirt
Waist Sets, Silk Guards
Awarded
with Silver and Gold Slides
Highest Honors—World’s Fair
ever brought to the city, at
DR
Fred A. Clough & Co.’s.

try to be prompt in waiting on

them—there is always a little

' worry about them at home
when they are sent upon an
errand and stay too long, often

through no fault of tbeir own.

Craft & Taugher,
East Side Public Square.

Call and be convinced that you can
buy more goods and better quantity for
the money, than any grocenr store in
the city, at
Warner W. Miller’s.

Telephone No. 36.

Your Life Insured—1 Cent a Day.

Our insurance is protected by bank
able paper on the Capital City Bank, of
Columbus, O. There can be no stronger
guarantee given you. We dare not use
a bank’s name without authority; if you
doubt it, write them. Good health is
the best life insurance. Wright’s Celery
Cajisules give you gcod health, they
cure Liver, Kidney and Stomach trou
ble, Rheumatism, Constipation and
MOST PERFECT MADE,
Sick Headaches. 100 days’ treatment
pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre< costs lc. a day. A sight draft on above
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant bank in every $1 box, which brings
your money back if they fail to cu.re
40 YFtRS THE STANDARD.
you. Sold by Baker A Son, druggists

BAKING

POWER

turers for the sale of

KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR.
If you are exhausted from care, study
or hard work. If your cheeks are pale.
If you are thin in flesh, appetite jxxjr,
digestion weak, liver torpid, kidneys
diseased, sour stomach, dyspepsia, con
stipated, or if you have any female
weakness, we tell you candidly there is
nothing you can take that will allord
you so great and pi rmanent benefit
Sold by CRAFT A TAUGHEK.

mmn

to get my little Yankee out of trouble. I
had scarcely come to this determination
when the relief guard came up. The
officer merely asked me where I got my
Captain Harry Beaufort was a tall, prisoner, and when I told him he order
handsome, middle-aged man who trav ed me to take him to camp and turn
eled for a leading Chicago firm. In re him over. Our fellows were allowed
sponse to a request for a story to while considerable license, and I took advan
away the time as we traveled from Vin tage of the fact by going back with my
cennes to Cincinnati, he said: “As I prisoner without any other escort. It
When a young couple runs away to get was going to stop off at my home this was very dark in camp, and I had no
married half the world says : “ How trip, I believe I’ll tell you about my trouble in escaping observation with my
Romantic! ” the other half says: “ How little Yankee prisoner. l>et me see”—
silly ! ” But you can’t tell either way introepectively—“it was in November, companion and getting into my tent.
‘I suppose I’m a goner, Johnny,’
until the “ honey-moon ,ris over. When
this young couple get settled down to the 1863, when our brigade—the old Stone said my little Yank, after we stretched
regular hum-drum of life, they’ll manage wall brigade—was lying below Win
all right and find solid happiness in any chester, Va., momentarily expecting an out on a blanket.
‘We’ll see,’ said I. ‘Stay right here,
case, if they have good hearts and sound
attack from the Federala. We were a and don’t move till* I get back/ And
health. All depends on that.
It’s wonderful how much health has to ragged set of devils, I tell you. Half of
do with married happiness. Sickness af the brigade were coatless, and hundreds then I slipped out of the tent and man
aged to hook several pieces < f corn
fects the temper. You can’t be happy
nor make others happy if you’re ailing. were shoeless,and all of us were hungry. bread, one of which I ate in short order.
When you find yourself irritable, easily One night I was put on guard in a little
worriea, beginning to “ run-down ” it's hollow facing the Yankee front. The Then we lay down again and talked in
a low tone of voice until I thought it
because your blot
_
getting
pooi
need richer blood and more of it. Your glade was surrouuded on three sides by might be about 2 o’clock in the morn
blood-making organs need to be vitalized low hills covered with underbrush, with
by Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov an opening directly at my front of se\er ing. Then I again stole out, and after a
little scrutiny managed to get possession
ery. It imparts new power to produce
Immediately sur of an old gray hat and jacket. These I
an abundance of the healthy, red corpus ill hundred yards.
cles, and gives you a fresh supply of rounding my position there was
pure, rich Wood. It’s a blood-creator; growth of low bushes, so thick that it ordered my little Yank to don, leaving
his blue cap and blouse on the ground.
it is for everyone whose blood is impure
or in a poor, “ run-down ” condition. It seemed almost impossible for a man to Then when all was quiet, I led him out
prevents the germs of disease from get penetrate it. In my rear all was clear and by a dark glen which ran close to
ting a hold on your system. Even after of growth of any sort, so you see that I
the camp I got him safely down into the
disease is settled ou you, it is driven out
by the blood-creating properties of the was not likely to be surrounded and brush-covered glade where I had cap
“Discovery.” It is a perfect cure for captured if I kept my eyes open. Well
general and nervous debility, catarrh, I had been standing there perhaps an tured him. An hour later, by creeping
and crawling, we had dodged the pick
malaria, eczema, erysipelas, scrofula and
every form of blood - disease It is’nt hour when I heard a thrashing and
ets and were well out of retch.
called a consumption-cure but even con
crashing in the bushes on my left, It
“ ‘Now, Y’unk,’ said I, ‘we part here.
sumption, — which has its roots in the seemed to me so much like the sound
There, a little to your right, is your
blood—is driven out by the “Golden
Medical Discovery ” if taken in time. of a racket that an old cow, tangled in picket line. Be careful that they don’t
The “ Discovery ” is the prescription the brush, would make, that I paid shoot you fji a rebel. Good by!’ And
of one of the most eminent physicians little attention to it until a heavier crash
back I went, gettiug safely into camp
a-nd medical writers in this country.
than common followed by ‘Durn the before day.
The revenue of Queensland for last brush!’ in accents of annoyance, attract
“The next morning we went into a
quarter amonted to £748,000, an increase ed my attention to a point about thirty
fight, and my Yankee prisoner was for
of £44,000 as compared with correspond
ing period of 1805. For the past nine feet away, and while looking, expecting gotten by the other guard?inen.
months the revenue showed an increase to see the draggled, make-believe uni
“That was the last I saw or heard of
of £193 000.
form of one of my regiment, I was my little Yankee prisoner during the
astonished to see the blue uniform of
war. Twenty years after, or in 1883, I
The Discovery Saved His Life.
was traveling then, as now, out of Chica
Mr. G- Caillouette. druggist. Beaversville Yankee emerging from the brush.
“The fellow, who had not yet seen go, in Illinois and Indiana, when one
Ill., says: "To Dr. Kings New Discovery
I owe my life. Was taken with La Grippe me, was little more than a boy (I was
summer evening I was sitting in a store
and tried all the physicians for miles around,
but without avail, and was given up and only eighteen years old myself at the in one of the small country villages in
told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s time), and a pale faced, fair haired boy Indiana, in company with perhaps
New Discovery in my store I sent for a
Drop that gun, and fifteen or twenty others, most of whom
bottle and began its use and from and at that. ‘Halt!
from the first dose began to get better, stand where you are, Yank!' I ordered. had been in the army. Stories and
and after using three bottles was up and I needn't have told him to drop his gun,
jokes were told over our cider and pipes
around again. It is worth its weight in
gold. We won't keep house or store with for he was so much astonished that he and we were all in good cheer. When
out it.” Get a trial bottle of G- R Baker did it involuntarily.
‘Well, I’ll be it came my turn I thought of my little
«fc Son.
durned! You’re a Johnny Reb, ain’t Yankee, and told the story just as 1
Cure for Headache.
you? What are you doing here?’ were have given it to you. One of the listen
As a remedy for all forms of headache some of the questions he rattled of! in ers, a tall, broad-shouldered, sandyElectric Bitters has proved to be the very his surprise. ‘Yes, I’m a Johnny Reb,
bearded giant, listened so intently that I
best. It effects a permanent cure and the
most dreaded habitual sick headaches yield Yank, and I’m on guard here,’ said I, saw at least one of my hearers was in
to its influence. We urge all who are af as I advanced and picked up his gun.
terested, and when I concluded the big
flicted to procure a bottle, and give this
remedy a fair trial. In cases of habitual ‘And you are my prisoner,’ I added.
febow arose and took Watson aside.
constipation Electric Bitters cures by giving
“ ‘Prisoner? You don’t mean to say Watson was the storekeeper. They
the needed tone to the bowels, and few
cases long resist the use of this medicine. you fellows have captured the whole talked excitedly for perhaps a quarter
Try it once. Large bottles only 60c. at G. R. camp while I was out foraging, do you? of an hour before they came back, when
Baker & Son’s drug store.
2
I didn’t hear any firing.’
Watson said:
‘Captain, I’ve been
“ ‘Where the deuce do you think you thinking about that order. I don’t
Backlen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts are, anyhow, Yank?’
need the goods now, but I’ll tell you
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
“ ‘Right here, within one hundred what I’ll do. If you’ll stop, say within
Sjres,Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive yards of our brigade headquarters,’ he sixty days, and give me a day or two’B
ly cures Piles, or co pay required. It is replied.
notice, I’ll give you a good big order
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re“ ‘Well, you’re not Your camp is What do you say?’
unded. Prioe26 cents per
per box. For sale
22feb-ly
by Geo. R. Baker & Son’s.
over a mile away in that direction,’ I
“Consulting my book, I found that
replied, pointing toward my left.
six weeks from that time I would be in
Marie Columbier, whose “Sarah Bar
“ That’s just my luck,’ said he. ‘I ----- and would have three or four days
num” with the subsequent libel Butt and
horse-whipping by Sarah Bernhardt might have known that I would get lost time with nothing special to do. I told
made her notorious a dozen years ago, in these blamed Virginia hills. I Watson that I could not reach him
is now destitute. A performance for wouldn’t give a ten-acre farm or an
sixty days hence, but would be able to
her benefit will be given soon in Paris.
Indiana prairie for ten miles square of do so just six weeks from that day.
this wooden country.’
“ That will do nicely, Captain; don’t
“ ‘Ought to have stayed there,’ said I. forget the date.’
<But you won’t get back soon, Yank, for
“I was not apt to do so, as Watson’s
and Eczema cured. The two com you’re bound for Libby prison in short big orders meant big sales, and so it
plaints are so tenacious that readers of meter.’
was agreed.
the Banner should know of the success
“ ‘Libby prison! Holy Moses! I hope
"On the day agreed upon I drove up
obtained by using Dr. David Kennedy’s not. But I say, Johnny, got any grub? to Watson’s store, which I found full of
Favorite Remedy. Where all other I’m blamed near starved. I’ve wander people, among whom were many men
treatments have failed, it has made
ed about trying to confiscate something who looked as though they might have
complete cure.
to eat ever since 3 o’clock, and to tell been seasoned veterans »1 one time
No more horrible case of salt rheum you the truth, I’m too hungry and tired had shaken hands with Watson and one
was ever reported than that of Wilbur to talk.’
or two of his friends whom I recognized
L. Hale, quartermaster, Pratt Post,
“ That’s nothing,’ said I. ‘I’ve gone when I heard some one say:
G. A. R., Rondout, N. Y. Several physi three days without anything to eat ex
“ ‘Here he is now!’ Not thinking the
cians utterly failed to render him any cept green corn, and that on the ear. remark hail any reference to myself I
relief; finally
But I’ll tell you what I’ll do; I’ve got a paid no attention until ‘Give usyerpaw
hunk of corn bread in my grub bag comrade,’ sounded in my ear.
over there under that little tree. You
“Turning, I stood face to face with the
can have half of that.’
big, bearded giant, who had listened so
“ ‘Thanks, Johnny, I’ll Jo the same intently to my story on that night six
was tried and steady improvement fol for you some day,’ coolly said the little weeks before. By his side stood a fair
lowed its use, and a permanent cure Yank, and without any more ado, off
faced, fair-haired, blue eyed man of
resulted.
he hustled and got the grub.
thirty-five or thirty-seven years. The
It is used with similar success in cases
“The fellow was hungry and no mis young man looked me over from head
of scrofula, nervousness, kidney and
liver complaint, and in all diseases take. He lit into the chunk of corn to foot, then back to my face again, as
brought about by bad blood and shat bread like a hungry wolf, and while I if looking for some point ot identifies
tered nerves.
stood looking at him and laughing at tion, until his intent look began to an
his efforts to to get a four-inch section ot noy me, but a minute later his eyes
corn-pone into a two inch mouth, I’m brightened and his face lit up with a
blamed if he didn’t gobble down the smile of pleasure.
whole mass, crumbs and all. I saw it
“ ‘Don’t know me, do you?’ said he.
going, but I couldn’t stop it to save me,
“ ‘No; I don’t believe I ever saw you
and I don’t really believe I would have before, yet’—as a smile lit up his face—
WE OFFKR A REMEDY WHICH
done it if I could, hungry as I myself ‘yet—there’s something about you seems
IMI11IRES SAFETY TO LIFE
was.
familiar.’
OF MOTHER AMD CHILD.
‘‘But you should have seen that
“ ‘Didn’t think you would forget your
Yank’s face after he had gotten away Yankee prisoner. The one who eat up
with my rations. ‘Durn my riggin,’ your grub down near Winchester
said he, ‘if I haven’t gone and swallowed ’63.’
ROBS CONFINEMENT OF IT8 PAIN.
the whole of it. I’m mighty sorry,
“ What!’ I ejaculated, and then
HORROR ANO RI8K.
Johnny, but----- ’
all became clear. There was the same
“ ‘Oh, never mind,’ said I, for it was sunny smile, the same laughing eyes
- ..
ly
was easily
18UW Iand quickly relieved; is now
plain
that the half-starved fellow had but the man before me was almost
doing spundidly.—
not been really conscious of his abuse of middle-aged, bearded and stalwart
J. S. Morton, Harlow, N. C.
my hospitality, and although I was mad whereas my prisoner had been but a
Sent by express or mall, on receipt of price.
»1.00 per bottle.
Book "TO MOTHERS'* enough to give him a good licking, my
stripling of a boy. I torgot the years
mailed free.
sense ot the ridiculous preponderated that had elapsed, but that all came to
BBADFIELM BKJl'LITOU CO., ATLANTA, GA.
and I couldn’t help laughing to save my me iD a flash and there before me
BOLD BT ALL DBUOOI8T8.
life. The whole affair had been so con twenty years after it had occurred, stood
foundedly ridiculous that I laid down my quondam Yankee prisoner.
on my gun and actually rolled over and
“It would be useless for me to attempt
Wholesome.
over until my sides fairly ached.
to describe the scene that followed. I
pure and
“The little Yankee looked at me a can only do it by saying that for days
minute
or two, and then the comical afterward my arms ached from the
full • of
O
side of the affair suddenly struck him, ehaking they received from that little
O
fruit
too, and the next minute both of us squad of one-time Yankee veterans. As
is a
were laughing like schoolboys.
F luxury, I’
to my Yankee, nothing would do but I
but within f >
“I had been a soldier ever since the must go with him and his friends to see
the means of I I
breaking out of the war, and had seen his old mother. I tried equivocation;
Accept no( I
many sad and many comical affairs, it wouldn’t go. Then I spoke of my
substitutes.
||
Send bud. »nd «ddr»« tor .
but I never saw anything so supremely business—my sales to Watson—but
ok let. •Mr.. Popkln. Thank.- I I
rl'inf.”
comical as that Y’ankee’s expression Watson was as bad as the rest of them.
■emll-Seal.
Ca., Syrwme, S. _V. i1 k>
when he realized the fact that he had
‘“You’ll have to go, Captain. You
eaten up all of my grub.
shall have your order when you come
Hollow glass bricks are now in use in
“When both of us had laughed until back day after tomorrow, but not a
Paris buildings. They are said to be
both light and strong anti to be excel we were completely exhausted we sat cent’s worth will you get before/
lent nonconductors of heat, owing to down together under the little tree and
“It was now clear to me that the
the air contained in them. They have had a long talk. He belonged to an whole affair was a put-up job, and, as
hetn used for arches of 10-foot span.
Indiana regiment and had been in the there was no way out of it, in half an
service
about six months. He said his hour I was mounted on a fine horse and
on si ejaijx 'jonoy inotftiM
parents
were living near Brownfield, galloping down the road. Two hours
--Xbq Xj«a3 'ojeqAAXjeA^ pog
Ind.,
on
a prairie farm, and spoke of later we were trotting up a long avenue
TJRd IIV «II1M 41
'®nux X-*°A
his
father
and mother in terms of the of cottonwoods, toward a beautiful white
jaujBN xuunj
greatest affection. He had a little sister mansion embowered in vines. As we
—edoJQ 50H BuiuiqBn
—Jennie—two years old, whom I saw rode up to the broad veranda which
that the boy fairly worshiped. There faced the avenue, the hall door opened
A mahogany washstand with drawer had been three other children, but they and a sweet-faced, motherly old lady,
and looking glass, which is said to have
accompanied by a beautiful, fair-haired,
stood in Nelson’s cabin in the early per were all dead.
“Before the war I had a number of blue-eyed young woman, stepped out.
iod of his career, and was given by nim
before Trafalgar to a purser who a .’ted friends in Indiana and I spoke of them, The elderly lady stood at the head of
as his clerk, was sold by auction in Lon one or two of whom I found were known the steps, and as I advanced she placed
don recently.
to my prisoner. Of course I told my her hands upon my shoulders and,
7%e U. S. Gov't Reports story—of how, with thirty-five other bending forward, kissed me on the
chow Royal Baking Powdet school boys, I had left school before I forehead.
“ ‘God bless you, my son,’ said she,
was seventeen and had joined the Con
superior to all others.
The German Emperor has 350 car federate army, and of the many battles while the tears streamed down her
riages in his stables in Berlin. Of these we had been in. There were at that cheeks. ‘I have prayed to see this day.’
100 are for the use of his suite. The lime but seven of the thirty-five left The younger woman pressed my hand
broughams, victorias and landaus U3ed
gratefully, but my eyes were moist, and
by the Emperor and by the members of alive.
“Well, to make a long story short, we I could scarcely sec, either.
the royal family are all painted alike,
“Boys, it seemed to me just like a
and never used by any one else.
had not talked an hour before we felt
Cures, absolute^ permanent cures have that we had known each other a life home-coming after years of absence,
given Hood’s Sarsaparilla the largest time. It saddened me to think of that and the feeling did not abate as we be
sales in the world and the first place jolly, fun loving face in Libby or some came calmer. Somehow that sweet
among medicines.
other of our prisons, with their necessa faced old lady did not seem to me like a
Twelve and a half tons of silver bul rily short fare and miserable quarters. stranger. On the contrary, I felt as
lion, valued at approximately $375,000, Somehow I thought I could see that though I had known and loved her as a
will shortly be shipped from the Eureka boy’s mother appealing to me with her mother all my life. I don’t pretend to
Hill. This, it is said, will be the largest eyes to save her boy from prison.
account for it. I had always been of a
and most valuable single car shipment
“It may have been some hypnotic or retiring disposition where women were
ever made from a mine in Utah, and, it
clairvoyant force or some psychic power concerned, but from the moment I first
is believed, in the world.
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the unknown to me, but, however that may saw Mrs. Northup (that was the name of
liver and kidneys, cures constipation
the family) I felt completely at eas»,
and sick headache. 26c at all druggists. be, I determined to do the best I could

THE CIPTIIII'S STOUT.

SAVE YOUR STOCK
BY US1NO THE
CELEBRATED

Paine's Celery Compound, the
Great Spring Remedy, Made
Him Well.

?

Salt Rheum

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

TO
YOUNG

WIVES

"MotJiers’ Friend”

Morris’ English Stable Powder

For Lobs of Appetite,Constipation Bough Hair,
Hide Bound, and all Inseaaesof the Blood.___
Price. 25c. per p»ena<e.

Morris’ English Stable Liniment
Cures Lim.nMj, <5uU’«
Gall., Sweeney.

Morris’ English Worm Powder
Warranted to cure any case of Worm. In Horses
Cattle. Sheep or Dog., also Bin W orms in Colt.

Price. 5Oe. per box.

Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure
A Specific for Distemper, Cough.. Colds. Heaves,
PinkEye. and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.
Price, 5Oe. 81.00 per bottle.

Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
Make. Hen. Lay. cure. Cholera, Gapes and
Roup, and keeie poultry healthy.
Plice, 25c. per package.

iMTON

Every rentefr guarantied satlsfaetoiy or money
refunded. Onr new book, " The Horse: His Diseases
and Treatment," mailed t ee.
Wells Medicine Co.. Lafayette, lu*

For sale by, E

MT. VERNON.
ttell

all

OHIO,

Patent

the

Medleluet.

Advertised In this Paper.

SAY
DO YOU
KNOW
THAT THE

except when some one referred
to some
imaginary goodness or
tender-heartedness when the story
of myself and my little Yankee
prisoner was told and retold, as it was
over and over again. Young Northup
—or Frank, as I soon learned to call him
—insisted on his friends dismounting
and remaining to dinner, and we were
a happy party, if ever there was one. I
remained that night, and it was diffi
cult to get away even the next day,
but business demanded my attention.
I promised to visit my friends frequent
ly, and did so everv time I could get a
day off. But here’s my stopping place,
and there’s my wife and mother-in-law
and the babies. That blue-eyed woman
is my wife.
“You have guessed it. She was Jean
nie Northup, and that sweet-faced old
lady is our mother.”—Chicago News.

Mrs. Youngwife—Mary, don’t you put
acid in the water when you wash the
clothes?
Mary—Oh, yes’m; but don’t worry; me
hands is used to it.

Napoleon (bracing himself to keepliis
‘ ! Who
place on the pedestal)—Stop that!
pushing me?
The Goddess of Fame—Shut up and
Wright's Celery Tea. cures constipa
tion, sick headaches. 25c at druggists. move over! It’s Bismarck.

“I wonder why our minister doesn’
preach gospel now and then?”
The Pittsburg Post’s special corre
“Oh, he hates notoriety."
spondent at Havana, Cuba, was expelled
from the war torn island Sunday, May
Boarder—Madam, I have found
10, by the butcher, General Weyler, nickel in my hash.
Mrs. Mealer—Oh, that’s all right; I
for cabling to The Post the truth about
put it there; I thought I’d give you a
the atrocities perpetrated on the Cuban little change in your diet.
patriots. But The Post gets the news
Every* day it publishes from three to
four columns of special cable news
and all the domestic news.
This paper is enjoying a great and
rapid growth as the result of its pro
gressive policy in publishing in attrac
tive form all the news from all over
the world for 1 cent daily, and from 24
to 30 pages of news and literary matter
for 5 cents on Sunday.
Ten Mergenthaler linotype machines THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.
and a huge three-decker Scott press,
recently installed to reinforce the already
the merican all lue
extensive press facilities, make The
is not poisonous or injurious to health
Post’s plant the most complete.
The Post is a high grade paper. It is a or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the
Democratic paper. No other paper washing a rich and elegant hue. Be
equals it for diversity, reliability or gen ware of imitations. Ask your grocer for the
eral wholesomer.ess and interest.
AMERICAN BALL BLUE
It Gets the News.

A

WISE AND OTHERWISE.

Wickwire—What a beautiful whine
you use in asking for a dime! You
really ought to have that voice cultivat
ed. Dismal Dawson—Well, I don’t
know but I might be willin’ to hev it
cultivated—say under the irrigation sys
tem.
Hill—You have a black eye this
morning. Mill—Yes. A man hit me
for a dollar. Hill—Did you hit back?”
Mill—No. He was in the right. It was
his dollar, you see.

Father—“My son, no man ever ac
complished much who talked at his
work? Son—How about a lawyer, dad?
Wool—Dr. Emdee is an expert expert.
Van Pelt—What is that? Wool—Shows
that the expert on the other side is talk
ing through his hat.

In spite of his knowledge of the man"
ly art of self defense, the Marquis of
Queensberry does not seem to be able
to ward ott domestic troubles.

B

B

and he sure you get the genuine
article, which has a red stripe in the
middle of the package.

F YOU ARE THINKING OF HEATING YOUR

I

House it would pay you to inquire into the merits
of Hot Water Heating, the moet economical and the
most healthful known to science. If you are burning
more than eight hundred pounds of hard coal to heat
1000 cubic feet of ppace from the first of September to
the first of May, we can put you right and save you
money. \Ve have had over thiity years’ experience in
this line of business, and will not exp« riment at your
expense.

Call or Write to

THOMAS CLARK,

— FOR—

AND PATENT LAW CASES.

LUMBER!
COAL!
JA. JST JD

OUR GRADES ARE THE
BEST AND OUR PRICES
THE LOWEST in the city.
CALL AND GET AN ES
TIMATE ON THE LUM
BER YOU NEED BEFORE
YOU BUY.
OUR STOCK OF

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
With Associated offices in Waabingtoi
and Foreign Countrie-

CLEVELAND
TO

In Latest Shades and Patterns,

DAILY LINE BETWEEN

CLEVELAND

and

TOLEDO,

Via «C. & B. LINE.”
Steamers “City of Buffalo,” (new)
“State of Ohio” and “State of New York”
DAILY TIME TABLE.

Central Standard Tine.

Take the “C. A B. Line" steamers and enjov a
refreshing night’s rest when euroute to Buffalo

is Complete.

Niagara Falls. Toronto, New York, Boston
Albany, ’,000 Islands, or any Eastern or Cana
dian point.
Dally Excursions Weekly to Niagara Falls
Send 1 cents poetage for tourist pamphlet.
For further information ask your nearest Cou

pon Ticket Agent, or address

HARD and SOFT COAL
ALWAYS ON HAND.

SPRING GOODr

BUFFALO.

_________

of Plumbing Material.

«

127 Superior Street opposite American,

$2,50

Public Square, Mt, Vernon, Ohio,

Headquarters for Iron Pipe and Fittings, and all kinds

SUNDAY INCLUDED AFIkB MAY 30-

WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY.
THE BEST GRADES OF

Practical Plumber,

BCBRIDGE A CO.,

Lv.Cleveland.7 JO P.M. | Lv.Buffalo.
1J0 r JiAr. Buffalo. 7-JO A M; | Ar. Cleveland, 7:30 a.M.

H. F. HERMAN.

Quality all That Could, be Desired.
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,

At Live and Let Live Prices.
A. R. SIPE,
—Merchant

T. F. NRWMAN,

hen’I Pass. Agt.
Gtn’l Manager
Cleveland, 0.

Tailor and

Gents’ Furnisher—

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

James Patterson,

TELEPHONE NO. 56,
309-311 W. Gambler Street
Leave orders with Francis Evans,

BALTIMORE AND OHIO R. R

16

(Central Time.)

TRIMMED HATS
AND BONNETS,
Also Ladies1 and Chil
dren’s

-1-

a ni
8 00
m pm
60 12 30

Lv Cincinnati......... )2 00
Lv. Newark.............1 8 301 6 55

“ Zanesville....

Tims.)

Ar. Wheeling.....

ST VIGOR
Result lu 4

weeks.

When in doubt what to use tor Nervous Debility. Loss of Sexual Power flu eithex
sex), Imputeocy. Atrophy. Varicocele and other weaknesses, from any cause, use
Sealne Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such
trouUes result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, for fi.oo; 6 boxes for $500. With
fc oo order we give a legal guarantee to cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL. MEDICINE CO.., Cleveland,
C
■
Ohio.

Sold at H. M. GREEN’S Drug Store

lOoctly

am

25 11 25
pm
46 1 12

*7 20 8 35
104
9 11 1 12
p ni
1 15 5 30

Columbus...... .

RESTORE

p ni

a m
7 46
a ni
8 00
3 00 |3 00
6 50 4 55 5 27 10 05
7 45 6 05 5 59jll 22

Lv Sandusky........
Lv Mansfield...... “ Mt Vernon.....

O

46

10 15 f6 05
p ni p ni
4 53 3 35

Fostoria.

L

O

IS THE PROPER THING FOR HOUSE-CLEANING.

a ni

Lv. Chicago.........

We have just received
a new lot of

HAND SAW IS A GOOD THING, BUT NOT TO
SHAVE WITH.”

SAP

In Effect June 30, 1895

LADIES

“A

TIME TABLE

B. Jc O. Express Office

33 5 30 The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institute
i ni

ONTRIMMED HATS •
AND TURBANS.

♦♦♦♦

McGOUGH

&

The Milliners

WARD BLOCK •

+

+

• EAST VINE STREET.

Your
Money Back
if Paragon Tea does
not' permanently cure
your constipation. There
are lots of “Teas” on
the market.
Some may
be nearly as good as
Paragon Tea, but none
give as good general
satisfaction.
That’s why we offer
to return your 25 cents
if you want it.
Try it
for sick headache.

noon

WEST BOUND.

p ni a m
(Eattern Time)
Lv.Washington DC 8 20
Lv. Wheeling........ 7 35 10 15
a m p m
“ Zanesville......... 9 42 12 29
Lv Newark................ 10 22 1 30
p m
Lv. Colambas......... 11 35 2 15
a in
" Cincinnati ........ 5 45 5 45
a m pm
Lv. Mt Vernon...... 11 17 2 20
p in
“ Mansfield ........ 12 12 3 30
Ar Sandusky......... 6 46 5 40
Lv Fostoria............ 1 56 5 55
s ni
Ar Chicago............. 9 00

ZFOX2 ^3 OZS 33

STADLER,
The One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher, S. W. Corner Public
Square and Main St.

47

111
17

p m a ni
...... ......
3 45
6 22 6 19
7 If 7 10
35 8 35
12 25
8 24 9 10
9 31 10 24
a ni 12 15
11 33 8 45
p m
7 25 6 40

•Daily {Stop on Signal. fDailyex.Sunday
J. Van Smith, Gen’l Supt.
Chab.O. Scull Gen’l Paas r Agent.

—THE—

c. i. & c. m
Schedule in effect
17,18%.
South Bound.

88

■

Central Time.

Olli IBS’S TAILOR IA»E SLITS

3

7

STATIONS.

3old at H. M. Green's Drug Store

When a man lays aside all raiment
having suspiciously heavy weight or worn
out look. Perhaps you are pondering
where to go and get supplied with the
best for the least money. It is a mistaken
idea to strive for the cheap. It is a losing
investment in the long run; better get
something good—your clothes will last
longer and your appearance will be great
ly improved. If low prices, backed up by shallow statements concerning the
goods some clothiers dish out, would mean anything, the cheapest place in town
to buy would not be hard to find. If you have not seen us this season take the
hint and see us. Our prices and goods are not equalled anywhere.

a ro

Washington D C 12 00 6 38
1 05 7 50
Baltimore.....
3 40 10 15
Philadelphia
p ni
New York......... 1 5 55112 351

AU druggists sell it. Sample sent upon
request.
S. R. Fed & Co., Chemists,
Cleveland. O.

THE SEASON
IS HERE

16 8 25 Will be at the CURTIN HOUSE, Mt. Vernon, Wed
a m nesday, May 20, 1S0G, from S a. in. to 5 p. ni.
6 38
7 50 OXI DAY OYUY.
.1C 15
I p ni
112 35

8 25

Pittsburgh.

DERMODY,

At $8.00, $10.00 -and $12.00 are superior in stple, fit and quality. Others ask you
Uncle Treetop (on liis way to the $12.00, $15.00 and $18.00. If you want a suit
dentist)—Most likely it'll stop achin’ by
the time I git in the chair. If it does
I’ll pretend I’ve made a mistake, and
tell him I want my haircut
We have them, but YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY’ BUYING THE BEITER
GRADES.
Shopper—Isn’t $5 rather dear for
this?
Salesman—The price is $2. That
Special: Our Black Clay Worsted
other ticket is meant to be kept on
when you make a present of the article.
Full Dress Suit for $10, in Sack or Frock you can not afford to pass. These
suits are maid from long fiber Australian wool, well lined, sewed with silk and
We should often be ashamed of our pir ed facing. Equal to many sold at $15. Our Working Pants, Shirts and Over
best acting if the world were witness to alls, we sell are all made full sizes, warranted not to rip.
the motives which impelled us.
Beautiful Clock.
Come and see bow it is done.
Mr. Mann—And so you have been
established in this town for several
G. A. R. Suits. Best make. Lowest prices.
years? Have you h id many cures?
Dr. Jalap—No; but,, you see, I’ve not
got along so far as that yet. I’in only STRAW HATS, Fancy Shirt Belts, etc. Balls and
practicing just at present.
Wagons for the boys.

What is that, Marie? asked the cheer
ful idiot.
Whipped cream, answered the waiter
girl.
I suppose, said the cheerful idiot, that
to be consistent it should be served with

One-Priee More.

u. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS

JIffO. D. TORREY,
Manager.

We pay a

. HULL’

olicitors and attorneys

EAST BOUND.

“What’s the matter, Tommy?” Are
you feeling badly?”
“Yes’m.”
“Can you tell me the trouble?”
“Yes’m; the minister’s folks is comm
visitin’, an’ I’ve got to act polite.

BOOTS, SHOES AND SLIPPERS

Which are radiant with good values and sparkling with Low Frices.
little less and sell for a little less than anyone else, that’s the secret.

*

beet sugar.
Mrs. Malaprop—Who are the two
young ladies playing that duet on the
piano?
Herr Strawitzki—One is the daughter
of the hostess.
Mrs. Malaprop—And, pray, who is
her accomplice?

Itis a pleasure to refer to these facts in calling your attention to our new

S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap brightens
£ad beautifies the complexion. It is
especially beneficial for “ muddy” icmplexiona, speedily developing a pure,
di Jliont and health-tinted skin, lit is
a thorough purifier; speedily renoovea
the evil effects of injurious cosm< tics,
and the skin is made smooth and soft
by its continued use.
8-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap is street,
mild, antiseptio and emollient It is
always soothing and refreshing. It is
the only antiseptic soap in the world
that is absolutely free from all mineral
poisons. Price 25c. per cake. Prepared
by S-A-N-A-D-O-R MEDICAL CO., 10
and 12 Vaadewater St, New York City.

S

PRODUCES TIIE FINEST WORK
IN THE CITY? IT IS A FACT TRY
THEM AND SEE.
Phone >29.
222 S. Main.

Lumber

ART IN STYLE,
SKILL IN MANUFACTURE,
AND HIGH MERIT IN QUALITY.

PATENTS.

WHITE STAR
LAUNDRY
tite, sound sleep, and good digestion,
healthy blood supply is regulated by
the nerves, and when these vital tissues
become fatigued and badly nourished
the bad effect is seen in failing digestion
distressing, ringing sounds in the ears
dizzy spells, depression, neuralgia and
lassitude. These days afford every one
the opportunity for shaking off old
weaknesses and persistent disorders
Physicians of every school have been
from the start urged to inquire into the
formula of Paine’s celery compound
that they might satisfy themselves of its
wonderful power of making the sick
well. Prof. Edward E. Phelps, M. D
LL. D., as soon as he presented Paine’i
celery compound to his fellow physi
cians, was always anxious to have the
invigorator tried in cases that had re
sisted the usual methods of treatment
that he might prove the truth
every claim made for his newly dis
covered formula for Paine's celery com
pound. The great remedy always gave
relief, and in 99 cases out of 100 made
people well.
Paine’s celery compound cannot be
judged by the standard of any ordinary
medicine, sarsaparilla or nerve tonic.
It is a great modern, scientific discovery
singularly unlike any remedial agent
that has ever aimed to effect a similar
purpose—to make people well.
Paine’s celery compound is the one
real remedy known today that never
fails to benefit. Get Paine's celery com
pound, and only Paine’s celery com
pound if you wish to be well.

A well selected stock of seasonable goods up to nil your requirements and a
prices within your means. We off;r you in our Spring and Summer selections

D. Taylor & Co , Eagle line of
Pharmacy.

1DDDY COMPLEXIONS.

DRUGGISTS

A Congressman is a public servant in
the full eense if the word.
He is responsible to his constituents,
to his party, to himself—the honorable
office is full of hard, thankless work,
and heavy responsibility.
Congressman Win. W. Grout is grate
ful to the friend who directed him to
Paine’s celery compound, when pro
longed official work had well nigh ex
hausted his health and strength. His
letter reads:
Committee on Expenditures the War
Dept.
House of Representatives, U. S.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 28,1896.
I found relief in Paine’s celery com
pound for insomnia. Its action on the
circulation and digestion was also benecial.
Very truly yours,
•
VVilliam W. Grout.
There is something wrong when one
feels “tired all the time.” It is contrary
to every condition of good health.
There ought to be no necessity for
drumming into the ears of tired men
and women who feel they are broken
in health, and every day are losing in
weight and strength, the urgent need of
taking Paine’s celery compound, now
'tis spring, to restore their spent nerve
force and purify their blood.
Some of the earliest good results
noticed from taking Paine’s celery
compound during these spring days is a
regularity of the bowels, a better appe

LATEST
SPRING
STYLES
IN
BOOTS,
SHOES
AND
SLIPPERS

•HORSEMEN

ANOTHER CONGRESSMAN.

am pm
Cleveland ... Lv 8 10 8 IM)
Akron
........
6 35 9 33
10 33 10 33
Orrville .......
11 12 l! 1«|
Millerebarg .
11 22 11 29
Killhack ...
Brink Haven.
11 49 11 96
1* 58 02 06
Danville. ...
Gambier.........
12 16 12 25
J2 48 12 45
Mt Vernon .
Centrebarg.
1 17 1 12
Sanbary ....
l 34 f I 34
W’eeterville
1 52 1 52
Colombas. .. Ar 2 15 2 15
pm! am

Cincinnati..........

600

pm I

pm i
1 40
3 it)
4 00
4 40:
4 50
5 17
5 26
5 45
6 05
6 32
8 48
7 05
7 30

pm

8

u 111

5 45
5 54
« 12
6 30
6 57
7 20
7 38
8 05
am

8 40

North Bound.
Central Time.
Cincinnati....Lv

3

ft m

8 00'

35

27

pm,

8 ‘JO;

Columbus... Lv U 45 12 35 8 00
12 09 1 06 6 27
tVeeterville..
Banbury ....
12 25 r t 26 6 44
Centrebarg .
12 42 1 SI 7 04,
1 13 2 25 7 33,
Mt. Vernon..
Gambier....
1 28 2 40 7 47
Danville. .
I 46 f 2 59 804
Brink Haven
1 55 3 09 8 12;
2 21 3 4! 8 42
Kiiibuck. ...
Millersburg..
2 36 3 55 853^
Orrville —
3 25 4 55 9 42
Akron............
4 20 6 05 10 36
Cleveland.... ■ Ar 5 45 7 *1 12 10
pm am pm

5
5
5
0
R6
7
7
7

05
S3
51
13
45
GO
20

30

Ar

114 | DtxiDst Bring i

u«

a. m. ,
t 6 00 Lv....Millersbnrg .Ar
7 00;............. Killbuck.............
9 20 Ar........ Trinway...............
tW20 Ar... .Z&neeviUe.... Lv
a. m. |

p. m.
t 7 45
7 10
4 15
t 2 40
p- m.

t Dally except ounday. f Flag
stop. | moals.
ly Where no time is given trains do not stop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati,
or intermediate stations. South ot Columbus.
Noe. 27 and 33. carry Vestibuled Sleeping Cars
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No- 27 has a Local Vestibuled Sleeper between
Columbus and Cleveland, and can r»e occupied
by passengers after 9:00 p m. at the East end of
the Union Depot.
No. 38 hasa Local Vestibuled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Columbus. This Sleeper arrives at
Columbus at2;l5 a. m. and is set at the Fjtat end
ot Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7 HX) a. m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers South of
Mt. Vernon.
•Buns Dally,

For any information address
C. F. DALY.
Gen’l Paas. Agent, Cleveland,Ohio
H. C. PAKKER, Traffio Manawr.
ndianspoils, Ind

DR. FRANCE. PRESIDENT

FRA2VCB AfBDZOALz AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE,
C8&40W.Gav8L.«MMockN4>fSteteHouse.Columbus,0. Incorporated.1886. Capitol,$300,0001

UR. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of the Eye and Ear, on account of his large practice in Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Diseases will be suc
cessfully treated on the most Scientific principles. He is ably assisted by a full corps of eminent
Physicians and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession.
r>D EZD A M/'C has no superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and deformities.
i
Acute ana Chronic Catarrh. Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, Liver, Bladder, Chronic Female
ind Sexual Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thousands of esses
hat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might have
x-en restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.
50C BOOK FREE. “The Medical Advlaer” containing nearly one hundred
tages, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to yonng and old—especially
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fall to Improve the oppor*
unity to obtain one of the moat valuable books which has ever come within yonr
each. This hook will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address,
'9R. PRANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Colnmbns, Ohio.

YOUNG HEN—Who have become victims of
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive
■abit, which annually sweeps to an untimely
rrave thousands of young men of exal’ed talent
md brilliant intellect,may call with confidence.
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, has dis
covered the greatest enre known for weakness
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges,
impotency. general debility, nervousness, lan
guor, confusion of ideas,' palpitation of the
heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight, or
giddiness, diseases of the bead, throat, nose, or
skin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or
bowels—those terrible disorders arising from
the solitary vice of youth—and secret practices,
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take
one candid thought before it is too late. A week
or month may place your case beyond the reach
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedily
and permanently cure the most obstinate case,
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEM.-There are many from
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa
tion, weakening the system in a manner the
patient cannot acconnt for. On examination of
the urinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be
fonnd, or the color will be a thin or milkish hne.
There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage
of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a
perfect care in all such cases, and a healthy
restoration of the genito-nrinary organs.

spec!

part me nt, thoroughly organised, and devoted
exclusively to the treatment of diseases of
women. Every case consultingonr specialists,
whether by letter or person, is given tke most
careful and considerate attention. Important
cases (and we get few which have not baffled the
skill of all the home physicians) have tke bene
fit of a full council of skilled specialists. In
treatment of diseases peculiar to females, onf
success has been marked, over two-thirds of
our patients being ladies, old, yonng, married,
single, rich and poor. Our method is entirely
free from objectionable features of the general
practitioner, namely, “Local treatment.” We
seldom find it necessary. We prepare remedies,
constitutional and local, as the case demands,
and instruct ladies how to treat themselves.
MARRIAGE.—Married persona, or young men
contemplating marriage, aware of physical
weakness,lossof procreative powers, Impotency
or any other disqualifications, speedily restored.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood Poison, Veuerntl
Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emissions,
Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexual
Organs, Want of Desire in Male or Female,
whether from imprudent habite.of youth or
sexual habits of mature years, or aky cease that
debilitates the sexual functions, speedily and
permanently cured. Consultation free and
strictly confidential. Absolute cures guaran
teed. Medicines sent free from observation to
all parts of the United States.
EPILEPSY OR FITS— Positively cured by a sew

and never-failing method. Testimonials fur
nished.

FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which will
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested n wrltt— ■■stygls
will be given. Persons mined in health by unlearned pretenders, who keep trifling with thorn
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious compounds, should apply immedlataly.
Delays arc dangerous.
WflNnFRFIII P.IIRP^ Perfected in old cases which I ave been neglected or unaklllfnlly
nUlWLlirUL
treated. Noexperiments or failures. Parties treated by —n or
express, but where possible, personal consultation is preferred. Curable cases gnaraal^Z
No risks incurred.
•
———
,, *»"Cases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to asy part of U B

uUiILO

olty •L,1CoI«mh«Z OWo. AddFe“’ Wilh P08^’ DR* W'

>8

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE

Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, May 20, from 8 a.
m. to 6 p m. ONE DAY ONLY.

